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SHIRTWAIST MAKERS
SHOWING

Equalization and Medical Insurgent Congressmen Are Close of the Year Marked by Very Gratifying Results at
Warned by the Republican
Subjects Discussed at
the Territorial Penal
Its Session
Committee.
Institution.
ZANZABAB

CLUB

IS

FORMED

PiNGHOT-BALLINGE-

SITUATION

R

Albuquerque Philanthropists In- Causing a Manifestation
Unusual Interest at
corporate to Found Academies
'
Colleges and Libraries.
Washington

COMMISSIONERS

TAKE OCCASION

TO

NO. 281

GO ON STRIKE

EFFICIENCY NEED OF
SYMPATHETIC

nance oi ?u.5(,S with a population

ILL

LIKED

Thousand Girls Tourists in Santa Fe Knew
in Forty Cities Are
Him in
Affected
STRIKE

By Lack of Sufficient Funds Splendid Union
Leaders Declare Manufacis
Management Able to Show a Credit Balance
turers
Secure Goods From
of $15,657.67.
Other Cities.

On Saturday the board of penitentiary commissioners met for the first
time in the new year. There were
present at the meeting J. H. Vaughan,
president; J. S. Lea of Roswell, D. S.
Hoskins of Las Vegas, J. Ortiz y Pino
of Galisteo; and General C. F. Easley,
Superintendent J. W.
secretary.

SATOLLi

Seventy-Fiv- e

of Though Handicapped

Two important board meetings
Washington, D. C. Jan. 10. While
were held today at the capitol. One the army appropriation bill still enwas of the members of the territorial gaged the attention of the house when
board of equalization.
This board it convened today, the members manwas presided over by James Hinkle ifested far greater interest in the
of Itoswell. The other members pressituation and the stateent were William Lutz of Lincoln, Dr. ment issued yesterday by the RepubCunningham of Las Vegas, and Mr. lican congressional committee openly
Jones of Silver City. T. D. Burns of warning the insurgent congressmen
Tierra Amarilla was not present at that they could expect no help from
the morning session. Alexander San- the administration yhen they came up
doval of Bernalillo, was also absent, tor re election.
But this was no surprise to the in
but is expected to arrive here some
time today. Routine work was trans- surgents. Several of them have alacted this morning. A report of this ready observed the shadow of coming
afternoon proceedings will be given events in their districts and have extomorrow.
would
pected that the organization
fight tooth and nail to prevent their
Medics Meet.
and even their
In another room of the capitol was
It was said in the House today
held a meeting of the territorial board
of health and medical examiners. The that Representative Dwight of New
meeting was presided over by Dr. J. F. York, the Republican whip, had taken
names of the insurgent Republi'Pearce of Albuquerque,
president. the
cans
off of the list of the representaDr.
Among the others present were
W. K. Kaser,
Las Ve- tives to whom he regularly sends
at
attendance
gas; Dr. W. D. Radcliffe, treasurer, notices demanding
Belen; and Dr. J. A. Massie, secre- times of division. A significant hap
pening at the other side of the capitol
tary, from this city.
Seventeen or more physicians were was a square backdown of the senpresent and the board will be in ses- - ate committee on public lands. Today
sion two days. There were seventeen it amended its resolution providing
investigaapplications for licenses to practice for the Ballinger-Pincho- t
tion so as to leave to the House the
medicine.
method of selecting the membership
Zanzabar Club.
of the committee.
And now it is a "Zanzabar" Club for
The Senate adopted the resolution
Articles of incorpora as
Albuquerque!
reported by the committee after
tion were filed with the secretary of
the amendment
defeating
the territory today by the club, which by Senator Newlands whichproposed
would
proposes to prove of civic value by permit "any official or
founding academies, colleges and li whose conduct might be considered,
braries. The articles of incorporation to appear in person or by counsel.
are as follows:
We the undersigned, James M. Bur
(Continued on Page Eight.)
ton, Walter L. Watkins, Vance Green,
Edgar A. Williams and Albert E, Hen
derson, all citizens of the United
States and of the territory pf New DEATH
Mexico hereby associate ourselves to
gether under and by virtue of the pro
visions of Sections 462, 463, 464, 465,
CAREER
466 and 469 of the Compiled Laws of
New Mexico for 1907, and of amend
ments thereto and hereby declare the
Son of Financier Crosses
name of the organization is "The Zanzibar Club."' Its object is to establish
Great Divide in Myster
colleges, academies, libraries and for
ious Manner
the furtherance of benevolence and
charitable work. The location of the
principal place of business of the said
IS
organization is on West Central ave
nue, and the name of the agent of said
corporation is James M. Burton. The Deceased Was Known
as a Lav
club is to exist fifty years.
ish
and
Gave
Spender
Costly
Dearth of Teachers.
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CARDINAL GIBBONS'S

TRIBUTE

Declares Dead Prelate Was Profoundly Versed in the Philosophy of St. Thomas.

of

New York, Jan. 10. A national
The death of Cardinal Satolli, tho
of shirt waist makers involvstrike
and Public
first papal delegate sent to this
ing 75,000 girls in forty cities has
country and who was popular throughbeen decided
to

CC7.

Permanent

mprovements
Works.
While the need for economy in cash
upon, according
out America and was known by alexpenditures has been ever present,
A most every American who
Ninfo, general organizer.
spent any
it has been possible to use the prison
of time in the Eternal City, is
labor and products to some good ad- sympathetic strike will be necessary length
union leaders say, because many New mourned throughout the world. And
vantage. Mention ha3 been made of
in Santa Fe are Catholics who knew
coverhis
fine
the
Babock & Wilcox boiler, in- York manufacturers are getting their and loved
Raynolds presented
report
"Monsignor Satolli" as he
ing the affairs of the institution' tor stalled last January by my predeces- goods from factories in otner cities. was called while he lived in
the year 1909. The commissioners sor, Captain Green at a cost of about
expressed great astanishment at the $3,500, and of the new guard house AN ARGUMENT IN FAVOR
Timothry Cavanaugh, who with his
OF POSTAL SAVINGS BANK. sister, Miss Kate Cavanaugh and his
very gratifying results as shown by begun by him.
This guard house, with two stories
the report and took occasion to highly
two daughters, the Misses Cavanaugh,
commend
Superintendent Raynolds and tower, is of pressed brick finish, Lack of Confidence in Banks on Parti are wintering here and have apart
because of his efficiency. Despite the has two good vaults and commodious
ments at St. Vincent's Sanitarium,
of Immigrants Responsible for
lived for many months near Cardinal
great handicap of insufficient funds, quarters with bath and toilets, and
Millions Going Out.
the superintendent through excellent while valued at $5,000 has been comSatolli in Washington. "It is with
management has been able to show pleted with a very small cash outlay
great
regret that I learn that this
Washington, Jan. 10. The immi great Catholic prelate and scholar is
a cradit balance of nearly $16,000. The from convicts earning fund.
lack of confidence in the safe dead," said Mr. Cavanaugh last
following is a summary of the report
The stable accommodations
were grant's
and speaks for itself:
of
financial institutions of night. "Cardinal Satolli, although a
ty
private
found inadequate,
necessitating the
New Mexicon Penitentiary,
building, of a $2,500 addition with the United States is declared official prince of the church, was a plain,
he was Apostolic
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 3, 1909.
stall room for twelve more horses and ly to be responsible for the flood of simple man. When
millions of dollars which flows
Delegate I had- - the pleasure of seeTo the Honorable Board of Peniten lcx?t to correspond with the
by
original
ing him often and my son often servtiary Commissionrs:
fctiikling, all cash outlays having been postal money orders from the United
to foreign countries each year. ed his mass. Monsignor Satolii was
States
or
me
All memDers
Gentlemen:
j.ji irom tne convicts earnings. As Auditor Chance, of the Postoffice fond of walking and- he was seldom
board are aware of the fact that the tj-- wooden cowsheds did not afford
department, points to this condition seen riding around Washington when
financial outlook for this institution suitable protection in cold weather it as
an indication of what might be ac- the weather was good enough to go
was decidedly gloomy during the early j was deemed advisable to build a brick
complished through the establishment on foot. He was a great scholar as
when
the barn, 42x20, with stalls for siv
part of the year, and that
of postal savings banks.
every one knows and his head was
management was inauguarted, mals and corersponding storage space
bent
forward and even when walking
The total of $040,640,817,
repreon June 1st, prospects were even less for feed. The value of this structure
he
over considerably. He
stooped
the
forof
surplus earnings
In brief, the situation is about $1,000, but convict earnings senting
encouraging.
was always cheerful and although he
laborers
eign
in
industhe
employed
may be summarized as follows: Of furnished the needed money,
trial and commercial industries of the looked rather austere his was a hap
the annual appropriation of $35,000 ' While the appropriation for com' United
States, has been sent abroad py smile and won him friends from
for maintenance there remained but pleting the new cell house did not
since 1890. A total of $76,622,629 was the start."
to which should be added the come available until after December sent
Cardinal Gibbon's Tribute,
abroad by foreign workmen in
Upon learning of Cardinal Satolli's
appropriation for "maintenance de- - 1st, the steel trusses for the roof and 1909. The millions sent out of this
ficiency" amounting to $16,000, or a the slate as well, were on hand, so it Country have steadily increased each death, Cardinal Gibbons who had the
total of $18,400. Against this how- -' seemed desirable to press that work year in proportion to the influx of honor of giving Monsignor Satolli the
hat sent him by Pope Leo XIII, said,
ever, there were unpaid bills which asf rapidly, as possible. This plan, foreign immigrants.
advances'
soon
as
and
however,
according to dispatches received from
$12,600,
as
certain
required
aggregated
Baltimore:
these bills were paid there was ere- - from convict earnings, aggregating
"I read with deep regret of the
ated an apparent deficinecy in the $1,045.51, as stated above, but the
death of Cardinal Satolli, whom I
fund of nearly $12,000 suit has justified that action, as the AID CONQUERORS
knew well and esteemed highly. His
roof trusses are all in place, as well
for the remainder of the fiscal year.
associations with Baltimore were Of
But one source of revenue appeared as the cornices, the lumber for string-througa noteworthy character and dated
which this deficiency could be els and the window frames and sash-me- t
E FOR
CO
from the time when he came over
and that was convicts earnings. es are in the ward, the cell tiers are
the celebration of the jubilee
during
s
niore
than
were
at
once, therefore,
taken
Steps
completed,
of the late Pope Leo XIII, and witto call in every dollar that was col- - and the building will be entirely
nessed from the windows of this buildof the outstanding accounts closed and ready for interior finishing International Aviation Meeting the magnificent outpouring of the
due this fund and every energy was within a few weeks.
is
on
people here and was much impressed.
at
ing
Dominguez
A
hnck
also applied to development of that
sidewalk, five feet wide and
Cardinal Satolli was first here as temJunction Today
particular source of income, the re- - about half a mile long has been laid
porary apostolic delegate and afterfroni
the
main gate to well within the
suit being that the average revenue
wards occupied that position perma- - .
where
limits,
month
wil
raised
city
to
more
was"
it
than
connect with
per
nently.
$4,300, or a total of $25,878.38 for the walks leading to the capitol, laid by GRANDSTAND DENSELY PACKED
"During this period I was closely assix months just closed. These in- - property owners,
sociated with him and had opportuni
In
the line of public work, the well
creased earnings and collections,
ties for forming an admiring judgand Mono-Plane- s
coupled with the strictest economy in known liberality of the institution had Nine
ment of his character.
"He was particularly noted for his
expenditures, enables me to report an Deen continued, for in addition to fur
in
Entered
Are
the
Contest,
Dinners.
actual credit balance of $15,057.67 at nishing, as required by law, brick
Superintendent of Public Insrtuction
of the philosophy of St. Thomstudy
Also Three Dirigibles
Clark announced today that there is
the close of the fiscal year; a result so for the executive mansion, capitol
as in which he was profoundly versed
a dearth of teachers holding first and
as to warrant all members tension and public schools to the val-o- f
perhaps more so than any other adChicago, Jan. 10. Coroner Hoffman
Los Angeles, Jan. 10. Almost
a herent of that illustrious school.
second class certificates for villa:
and management in ue ot" $5,739.00, and a large force of
commission
the
will personally take charge of the inscnoois.
themselves
ine positions pay on an
"What impressed me most in regard
upon the men n the former jobs, there have faultless day, cloudless and with only
to the causes of congratulating
been men and teams at work almost a slight breeze blowing, opened the to the cardinal, however, was his ex- final outcome:
overage of $60 a mcmth and are good vestigation looking
tor the remainder of the school term death of Nataniel F. Moore, son of
constantly in the city proper and upon international aviation meeting at Do tarordinary eloquence. He preached
Financial Summary.
of three to six months. Among the James Hobart Moore, a leader pf the
roads
in this vicinity. This, however, minguez junction today and witnessed with equal facility in Latin and ItaliBills payable Nov. 30. for fuel and
has not been allowed to interfere with the first 'competitive trials of aero an and had an overwhelming flow of
causes given for scarcity of teachers Rock Island group of financiers. maintenance,
$7,589.95.
or for the vacancies in the teaching Moore was found dead in a room of
read construction under direction of planes in America. Although the first language, the words pouring from his
Supplies on hand Nov. 30, fuel and
trials are not scheduled until one lips in a torrent of impassioned exthe
force are sickness of present incum the south side resort under somewhat
good roads commission, .and
maintenance, $10,693.44.
o'clock
the aeroplanists and pilots of pression. There was a marvelous
or
d5
40
to
men
iorce
bents; the fact that women teachers mysterious circumstances, and the
has been at
Cash Resources In hand territorial
are getting married and because there news of his death is said to have treasurer $4,865.90.
work all year between Raton and Las dirigibles were busily engaged early fluency and vividness in his oratory
in the
testing their engines and his listeners sat enthralled.
are long standing vacancies which been suppressed by the police twelve
Refund due for advances, construct- Vegas, while a similar force was em and the morning
noise from them sounded like
Hours.
The
"I mourn the death of so able and
this
been difficult to fill.
inquest opened
for
a
. have
ployed
month
this
fall
the
in
several batteries of machine guns in good a man and among the most inMr. Moore's apartments ing new cell house, $1,645.5L
at
morning
.
Santa
Fe
canon.
Other Items.
Bills receivable (good accounts),
action.
on the Lake Shore drive. Mr. Moore
Nine biplanes and mono teresting of so many melancholy
General Conditions,
Game Warden Gable has received
are entered for contests of memories of his was that I was with
was lavish with his money and did $6,042.77.
planes
As
will
be
seen from the physician's those
the license books for the expired year not confine his
Actual credit balance at close of
classes, and in addition three him at his elevation to the cardinal-at- e
spending to one sec
which appears elsewhere, the
report,
and has issued to his deputies about tion of the
$15,657.67.
year
When
big
shaped dirigibles belonging
he was
and delivered the sermon on that
cigar
country.
physical condition of the population to
10,000 licenses for use during 1910.
twenty-on- e
Cost of Maintenance.
Knabeneshue, Beachy and the Uni occasion."
years old his father gave
been
has
14
Fornoff
excellent,
was summoned to him a check for one hundred thou- only
Captain
hospital ted States government.
The grand
Comparisons are not always odious, cases
having to be noted, while there stand overlooking tue trial field holds GOVERNMENT EXPECTS TO
aay Dy telegram to Corona, where and dollars.
or if so, they may also be instructive. was but
one death that of A. M. Boy- - twenty-fiv- e
there has been some friction over a
thousand persons. It was
CONVICT BLACK HAND GANG.
The death of Nathaniel Fred Moore The Illinois penitentiary, at Joliet, ac- Kins, jno.
2086, who died from pneu crowded long before the
shooting affair.
in Chicago yesterday ends the career cording to the latest report at hand,
big dirigibles
monia, February 3. 1909.
first to start the flights, mounted and Trial of Fourteen Sicilians Commen
The increase pf the revenues of the of one of New York's best known has an average daily population of
discipline, as a whole, has " been began their evolutions.
land commissioner's office over last spenders. Tiring of his meteoric caces at Toledo, Ohio, Before
more than five times that of this ennri
n a i a wait irnr..n u
u
But this was only part of the crowd.
Federal Court.
year's figures Is estimated at $27,000, reer, Moore left for the west, saying
that less than one per centum of the The great field was fairly ringed with
which shows there Is a
was
he
to
fit
himself
to
aid
his
The
cost
279.,
going
various
of
comparative
prosperity
wave in the territory.
Toledo, Ohio, Jan. 10. The case
father in his railroad interests. items in the two penitentiaries Is well population have been reported for spectators and hundreds of automo
The number of escapes biles. Gleen H. Curtiss will probably against fourteen Sicilians, members
punishment.
Notaries Public Appointed.
Young Moore in the winter of 1907 diplayed in the following table:
from the penitentiary proper was make the first flight in an aeroplane of a
Governor Curry has appointed the caused Broadway to gasp by .giving
"Society of the Banana," an, altechnically five, but as three of these today and will be followed by Paulhan leged black hand band in Ohio, was
a
dollar
a
thousand
dinner
to
twenty
following notaries:
Emil
cost
man
Bibo,
per
Comparative
per day: were recaptured
immediately, the net and Charles K. Hamilton of New called for trial in the federal court
Cubero, Valencia county; Harriett m! select few. Gold and diamond sleeve
N. M. 111. loss was
not large. From the road Britain, Conn., and the two French here today. With a small army of witBabcock, Kelly, Socorro county; H. A. buttons were given away to fiie Cost of feeding . ....... .$.203 $.140
gangs, however, the escapes are very aviators, Misscarol and Maisson. But nesses, menacing letters and a mass
guests. At a dinner given on his Cost of
VVolford, Hillsboro, Sierro county.
024
.023
clothing
twenty-firs- t
birthday Moore gave to Cots of heating & lighting .052 .072 numerous, amounting to 12 during the any aviator may go up any time be of documentary evidence secured in
the guests a pearly necklace costing Cost of
past year, and of these but three have tween one o'clock and dark, and no the homes of the defendants raided
TRIAL OF CONGRESSMAN
sal
administration,
been
several
at this writing. So doubt some of them are planning sur- last July, the government expects to
each.
hundred
douars
HERRMAN BEGAN TODAY.
.222
262
aries, etc
long as road work is being done in prises in their efforts to gain prizes prove that the alleged headquarters
The police are said to be working on
the theory of drug often used to keep
mountainous country, it will be impos- and records for speed and length and of the band at Marion, Ohio, were the
Stands Charged With a
$.541 $.457 sible to
Conspiracy to liberal spenders awake in resorts so Gross cost .
prevent escapes unless a very height of flights. Another enthusiast center of widespread black hand
Defraud the Government of
Net earnings . . ,
.007
263
Who may make a flight before the
to
continue
drink
and
they
large
freely, may
expensive guarding- force be
Lands.
day is over is Clikord Harmon, milmaintained.
Other
to
facts
relative
t '
Net cost, per man, per
Avamtniittnn nf
Thp rntTYinrtam
the population will be found detailed lionaire sportsman of New York CONVICTED OF UNDERWEIGHING
Portland, Ore., Jan. 10. The trial
. ..
whose machine Curtiss tried out yes$.278 $.450 in the statistical to him
day .
Moore's
was
FRAUDS GET ONE YEAR EACH.
made under the dibody
of former Congressman Binger Herr-maHarmon
In this connection it is interesting while in the
holds
the
American
terday.
rection
coroner
the
this
jof
morning.
charged with conspiracy to decomplete financial state- hours
New York, Jan. iJ. Four former
fraud the government of lands In The inquest will be held later and the to note that while the United States ments will bes hown data to confirm balloon record of fortyi-eigin
air, but has never yet ridden employes of the American sugar' reconnection with the formation of the result of the examination will not be prison at Fort Leavanworth does not all generalizations which appear in in. the
an aeroplane. Commodore C. C. fining company were convicted of
announced until then. Victoria Shaw report on net cost, the last report at the text. '
Blue mountain forest reserve of
this
Benedict, Harmons father-in-laprefrauds, were sentenced
In accordance with' a
state, commenced, today in the United the owner of the resort where Moore hand showed an average population
request of the fers that his
remain on the to one year imprisonment each by
States court. It is expected that sev- died and another woman thought to of 835, and the average cost-pe- r
man, superintendent dated November 10
ground. "I'll give you the price of
Martin today. The men senteral days will be consumed In select- Bertha Dorset, said to have been the per day, was $0 5453, slightly higher 1909, Governor
Curry ordered the ten of those machines," he said to Judge
last
see
alive
to
Moore
ours.
persons
enced are Charles Kehoe, Edward A.'
are
The
than
S.
.
U.
.
ing the jury.
Atlanat
prison
Harman, "If you will not go up." but j Boyle, Patrick J. Hennessey and John
toeing held at the police station.
ta, Ga., reports a gross cost of mainte- (Continued on Page Eight.)
Harmon turned It down.
M. Coyle.
San-vato-
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THE

Wheat

BOUND

UP.

THE PARTING.
(By Ellen Maire Sinclair.)
You stand before me, and your eyes
meet mine
With yearning, yet I may not touch
your hand!
Your lips are dumb, alas! they give no
sign,
But, oh, with all your soul you un-

Imperial
Jersy Cream

Pansy

derstand,

Ah! God, give us but this the joy to
know
The power of love that each to each
may cry
Across the space; though bitter tears
may flow.
Still hope lives on anu love can
never die!

Bobolink
Alao VARIETY FRESH YEAST
WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES

Death of Juan Sena Juan Sena, a
well known and respected citizen, died
at Pintada, Guadalupe county, last
week of pneumonia.
Death of Old Timer Marcos Castillo, an old timer in New Mexico,
died at Los Conchas, San Miguel
county, of pneumonia.
Lawyer Found Dead From Pneumonia Manuel Mateos,
a lawyer
aged 30 years, was found dead in "his
rooms at Juarez. Death was due to
pneumonia.
Marriage License Issued A marriage license was issued at Las Vegas to Eufrasina Wallace, aged 21,
and Miguel Garcia, aged 23, both of
Las Vegas.
New Mexico
Postoffice
Robbed
The postoffice at Hayden, Union county, was broken into last week and
e
$120 in cash were stolen. The
force had forgotten to lock the
safe for the night.
New Depot and
Harvey
Eating
House at Gallup The
McKinley
County Republican says that the Santa Fe system will build a $50,000 depot and eating house at Gallup at a
different location than the present de-

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Ap SEE

CALL

DAILY

Telephone

No. 40

FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
3

18

post-offic-

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated

Deco-

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

pot

Will Vote on Bond Issue

Goods,

C
vj.

MANUFACTURER

oiila

JEWELER

TAXIDEKMIST, TANNER

&

FURKIEK

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
-

SANTA FE, N. M.

Undertaker and Embalmer
J. D.'MULLIGAN
T7T TTVT170 AT C Given Careful

Personal Attention

RESIDENCE

NIGHT PHONE
PICTURE FRAMING

TRY OUR

Dljn

1

OFFTCE
PHONE

CO

TASTEFULLY

AND.

0ft
15U

DCn

1

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

lea
Also Good fo? Chickens
Giom

Alfajfa

SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Floir, Hay,
Salt

HERSCH

LEO

Grain, Potatoes,

aii

Seeis

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

raw
u

n DIAMONDS

Hb

Qm

YONTZ

WTCHES

MANUFACTURER OP

!!'I!Jr,e2
Right

MEXICAN FILIGREE

Right Servio

WCUWT
rwj:

lyM Tes,e" and

1

Htt.dby

jf

Op-t-

Date Methods

Cut Class. China anrf SiluAfiwara
345 San Francisco St.

SAKTA FE, N. M.

Car-rizoz-

despite the pending litigation
over county seat matters.
Appointed Deputy Clerk Otto Fiel
has been appointed deputy probate
clerk by Clerk Delgado, at Las Ve-

gas, to succeed Miss Maude Hayden
who last week became Mrs. Harry
Hoskins. Mr. Fiel comes from Manhattan, Illinois, but has lived in Las
Vegas the past few years.
Objections of A. A. Jones Overruled
Chief Justice William J. Mills in
district court at Las Vegas overruled
the objections filed by Attorney A. A.
Jones to the contract made by the
trustees of the Las Vegas grant with
D. A. Camfield of Colorado, for the
construction of irrigation works on
the Las Vegas grant.
j
Burned While Acting in Pastores
Andrea, a ten year old girl, reure- senting an angel was badly, if 4iot fatally burned at El Paso, while acting
Los Pastores. She was driving the
figurative "devil" out of the house
when her wings caught fire ffom a
candle and her flimsy clothes were
soon a mass of flames.
Frozen to Death Near His Home
William Hobart, a pioneer rancher
near Watrous, Mora county, was last
week found frozen to death on the
threshold of his ranch home. He had
been shopping in Watrous and return
ing in the evening he was thrown
from the wagon by his horse running
against a. fence around the ranch. Ho- bart's leg was broken and he was un
able to reach his nearby cabin.

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
4P3r.6onBT9d FRANK F- GORMLEY feTn'di se

).

Mayor G.
A. Richardson of Roswell, has issued
a call for a special election to take
place on March 15 to vote on the
question of issuing bonds to the
amount of $25,000 to build a new high
school building.
Will Take Lincoln County Bonds-Co- ffin
& Crawford, the well known
Chicago bond buyers, have decided to
take the $28,000 bond issue by Lincoln county for a court house at

H
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Heart Strength

Established 1856.

Hart Strength, or Heart Weakness, means Nerve
Ftivn;rth. or Nerve Weakness nothing more. Positively, not one weak heart in a hundred is, in itIt is almost
self,
actually diseased.
always a
1.:.4.!.... tint. lit.ln
; ... . . r
IlIU'H-i- t
LIlltL
v'i'J 'ui-t- iicivo .V..
is an at IHulL.
This obscure nerve the Cardiac, or Heart Nerve
siiiilv needs, and must hn
stability, more controlling, more governing
streiimh. Without that the Heart must continue
i
i
rt fuil and tno stnmal. nn.l
any
aiau
iiava
these same controlling nerves. AiuinrjB
This clearly explains why as a medicine, Dr.
Fhoop's Hestnrative has in the past done so much
for weak and ailing Hearts. Dr. Shoop first sought
the cause of all this painful, palpitating, suffocating heart distress. Dr. Snoop's Restorative this
is alone directed to these
popular prescription
weak and wasting nerve centers.
It builds:
it
offers
it'strengthens:
real, genuine heart help.
If you wuld have strong Hearts, strong
strengthen these .nerves
them as needed, with
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10, 1910.

Incorporated 1903.
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January Sale
Ladies Tailor Made Suits
Ladies and Misses Coats

Dr. Shoop's

Restorative
STRIPLING BURROWS CO.
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BELOW COST

X X X X

A large assortment to select from
in all the latest styles & colors

X
Colo., Jan. 10.
Forecast for New Mexico: X.
T
J.
P
i
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rainy ciouuy wnigni ana
X Tuesday with stationary tern- - X

X
X

Denver,

1

X

1

perature.

X

Warm Weather? Yes! The maximum temperature yesterday was 44
and the minimum 11 degrees.
The
weather is warming up and at 6
o'clock this morning was 24 degrees.
Was a Former Arizona Man Albert F. Pooler who Has been placed
in charge of the forest service by
Secretary of Agriculture Wilson, succeeding Mr. Pinchot pending the appointment of a permanent successor,
is an Arizona man and was once
treasurer of Apache county. He is
well to the stockmen of the southwest.
Band Concert a Success
The hand
concert yesterday was thoroughly enjoyed owing to the mild weather and
hundreds of residents and visitors
turned out to hear the music. It reminded one of a European city, everyone seemed busy in taking "la grande
promenade."
Fight Pictures a Big Success Last
night the Johnson-Ketche- l
prize fight
pictures held the board at the Elks
theater. An overflow crowd was in
attendance, not a single seat in the
big opera house being vacant. The
Futures were unusually clear and delighted the audience to such an extent that the applause was almost continuous. The new managers of the
theater, Messrs. Wood and Stanton
were more than gratified with last
night s attendance and regard it as a
good omen of success.
Stockman Breaks Leg and Dies in
Blizzard William Hobert, a
wealthy
pioneer stockman of Mora county,
was found frozen to death within 100
yards of his house. Hobert started
from Watrous, driving a horse attached to a buggy. He was caught in a
blizzard, during which the horse lost
its bearings and overturned the buggy, breaking Hobert's leg. In this disabled condition he crawled for a long
distance in the direction of his ranch,
but finally became exhausted and froze
to death.
Dog Catcher Business Causes Crime
The efforts of C. W. Hunter, the of IB
ficial dog catcher of Albuaueraue on
last Saturday, to take possession of
wnat he claimed was a stray horse, resulted most seriously and Francisco
Vargas, aged fifty years, the owner of
the horse, now lies in St. Joseph's hospital with an ugly gun shot wound in
his left shoulder. Camilo Vargas, the
son of the wounded man is under a
$25 bond to answer the
charge of resisting an officer. Hunter, had called
at the Vargas home with the intention
of securing possession of a dog which
he knew to be without the required
license. While waiting at the door he
espied a horse In the neighboring
field, the field being unfenced.
He
took possession of the horse when
young Vargas appeared and demanded
that he release the animal as the
same was his property.
Hunter refused to part with the animal and a
war of words ensued. Policeman Tony
Guavara arrived on the secene just in
time to see young Vargas give Hunter
a black eye.
Guarva attempted to H
arrest young Vargas after an argument. The officer says that then the
elder Vargas came towards him and
made a motion as though to pull a
gun. At this time Guarva pulled his
own gun and fired at Vargas. Guarva
was later arrested on a warrant sworn,
out by Mrs. Vargas, but was released
on a bond in the sum of $1000. The
case promises interesting

THIS IS AN OPPORTUNITY

THAT YOU SHOULD NOT MJSS
FOR HALF
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THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

IN THE

CITY.
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Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surface.
We. will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
PILES CURED JN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
PAZOOINTMtflNT is guaranteed to cure
Take Hall's Family Pills for
any case of Itching, Blind Bleeding or ProPiles in 6 to 14 days or money
truding 50c.

"SOME MORE RAZOR TALK"
DEAR FRIENDS:

Last week if you remember we talked to you about a
razor called "GRIFFIN'S MAGNETIC RAZOR, which we
are putting out on thirtj days trial
We are glad to announce that a great number of our patrons took advantage
of this opportunity and we are receiving daily congratulations on our success im obtaining the Sales Agency of such
a long felt necessity in the "RAZOR" line.
This week we want to talk to you about a RAZOR
adapted for the person who heretofore found it difficult to
shave with the regular style of "RAZOR". For you dear
friend, we have planned a big surprise in the way of a
"SAFETY RAZOR" called the "ENDER". This razor is
one of thesimplestand most effective 'SAFETY RAZOR'S'
on the market and sdlls for the small amount of ONE
DOLLAR. This R ZOR we are putting out on a fifteen days
trial for the next two weeks only, and trust you will avail
yourself of the opportunity of giving it a trial.

w
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HARDWARE CO.

If It's Hardware

No 14
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e Have

WHOLESALE
Al D .RETAIL

Screened
MONTFZUMA

AVENUE
H'epot.

S. F.

No 14

OO

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite CoaU all Sizes, Smithirg Coal.
bawed Wood and Kindling,

Near A. T. &

Phone

It

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Telephone 85

Telephone 85

Leras

Unsurpassed Chocolates
Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED

1

SS?.!A$

I

it is

FISCHER DRUB COMPANY

Livery

$HSt

We have it

A COMPLETE STOCK OF SINGLE
RIGS, SURREY & SADDLE HORSES

WILLIAMS
Francisco St.

310 San

&

RISING
Phone Red 139

No Contagious desease allowed in oar hocks

Looks dont make a Fountain Syringe on hot bottle last.
OURS LOOK WELL and WEAR WELL. It is Satisfaction you
want-lon- g
lived "live" rubber solid seams and full capacity. That's the
class of rubber we sell vou. Our stock is Fresh-n- o
old goods to offer
at reduced prices, We Guarantee each and every article of rubber goods sold. Money returned or goods replaced
rw
RUBBER GOODS. WILL NOT LAST LONG IN ANY DRY
WHERE YOU GET THE HIGHETS GRADE
t ,
if not satisfactory.
CLIMATE. SO BUY WHERE YOU GET FRESH GOODS
,00K S " MdrmflCV POSSIBLE IN EVERY LINE WE AANDL

When Buying Rubber Goods
Appearance Counts Little

fl

QUALITY DRUGGISTS
BET

JANUARY 10, 1910.

MONDAY,

WHY SO WEAK?
Kidney Troubles May Be Sapping
Your Life Away. Santa Fe People
Have Learned This Fact.
When a healthy man or woman begins to run down without apparent
cause, becomes weak, languid, depressed, suffers backaches, headache,
dizzy spells and urinary disorders,
look to the kidneys for the cause of
it all. Keep the kidneys well and
they will keep you well. Doan's
Kidney Pills ture sick kidneys and
keep them well. Here is a Santa Fe
testimonial to prove it
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz street,
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I have used
Doan's Kidney Pills off and on for
two years and they have done me a
world of good. A dull nam in the
small of my back, sometimes extending into my bladder caused me a
great deal of suffering, particularly
when I took- - cold. I was bothered
mostly in the winter. In addition to
the pain in my back, there were symptoms of inflamation of the bladder.
The kidney secretions were highlj
colored and when passed were attended with a scalding pain. I never used
a remedy that acted as satisfactory as
Doan's Kidney Pills. They proved
to be just the medicine my case required and the complete cure they
brought has led me to recommend
them on more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
Buffalo,
Co.,
New Yoik, sole agents for the United

HI

FAMOUS CASE

iws

Final Disposition by U. S.
Supreme Court of Elephant
Buttes Litigation
PENDING

Ml

FOR

YEARS

Most Famous Controversy in
New Mexico Jurisprudence
in Many Decades.
The following

U. S. supreme

FRESH EGGS

MILK

Merry-Go-Rou- nd

,

HOURS-Week-

dny

to 9 p. m.

174 U. S. 690, 708, 710. The mandate
of this court to that effect was execut
ed by the supreme court of the terriOrnamental Doers.
tory, and the cause went back to the
court nf original jurisdiction with di
IPrY
rI
: 3 -- - rections to proceed in accordance
with that mandate.
The cause was again heard in the
court of original jurisdiction, that
court, denying a motion, in behalf of
j
the United States, for a continuance
in order that it might more fully prepare its case. The suit, on final hearand that
ing, was again dismissed,
judgment was sustained by the supreme court of the territory. But this
court reversed the decree of the latter court and remanded the cause
are made to perfection from our with instructions to reverse the decourt of original jurisdicLumber) because the wood is cree ofandthewith directions
't'o grant
tion,
and
perfect in every particular of leave to both sides to adduce further
free from every imperfection
United States vs. Rio
evidence."
knots, cracks and warnings. Dam & Irrigation Co., 184 U. S. 416,
Every foot of it is thoroughly; AO Af)K T'Virs m onrloto rf ttlica rnnrt
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so t0 the aboye effect was exeCuted, and
it can be absolutely relied upon, the cage wag .again placed oa the
by carpenters and builders, aad ,docket of the court of original juris-al- l
archi-- ' diction.
sensible, wide-awa- ke
tects hereabouts particularly
For a full statement of the issues
mention our Lumber in their and facts up to this point in the litip3ctications.
gation reference is made to the opinions of this court as reported in 174
U. S. 690, and 184 U. S. 416.
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Charles W. Dudrow

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
OF

MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical

and; Electrical Engineering and it Household Economics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
C'vil

for self support.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.
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General Express Forwarders

All Farts of toe We?
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SENT

TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aoent

LIVERY STABLE
Pino Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Duggles, Surries, Saddle Horses
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AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

A

The record shows that on the 7th at the time and before the above
c
was rendered, provided: "Kvery
day of April 1903 after the last deNew Mexico Military Institute
cision in this court the United pleading, subsequent to the complaint,
States, by leave of the court of origi- shall be filed and served within twenROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
nal jurisdiction, filed a supplemental ty flays after service of the pleading
"Th Wet Point of the 8outhwet."
complaint, which set forth the then to which it is an answer, demurrer, or
S2k
Army Oftcers Detailed by War Department
rur- S
status of the case. That complaint re-- reply." Compiled
of New Mexi- iy
Armv
Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
ferred to the defendant's plea, stating co. 1907, Title 33; Code of Civil Pro
"A."
that it had complied with the re- cedure, c. 1, are 4, sub. sec. 46.
Through Academic course, preparing young
On the 31st of October, 1903, the dequirements of the act of Congress apmen
for college or for business life. Great
timMarch
fendants
3d,
the
to
moved
court
proved
vacate
is:u, repealing
amount
of open air work. Healthleis location
.
I
Ti
ber culture laws and for other pur- the order allowing the supplemental
of any Ml lltary School In the Union. Located
poses, 26 Stat. 19'i5 1112..C. 561, sec. bill. This motion was denied and upd trie beautiful
Pcos Valley the garden
20, 21, and "had acquired a right to on appeal to the supreme court of the
construct said dam and direct said territory the action of the trial court
spot nf the West at au e'evailoc of 3,700
f 'et above sea level, sunshine everv day,
water by reason of compliance with on this point was sustained. The forbut
the terms of said act." It then pro- mer court, at the same time, March
snuw during session.
or
rain
Ittie
-ceeded: "II. Plaintiff further alleges 2d, I9i Mi, adjudged that the right of
.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduthat defendant's plea above referred thi- - defendants, or either of them, to
ates from slat dard eastern colleges. Ten
to, claiming a right to construct said construct and complete its reservoir
buildings, throughly furnished, heated. lighted
dam under the said act of Congress, nnd ditch, or any part thereof, within
ami modern lp aii respects.
approved March 3d, ism, c. 561, was the time required by the act of ConK. A. Cahoon, Presluent; W
REtiKNTS
filed on June 26, A. D. 1S97, and that gress of March 3d, 1901, was forfeited.
Vice President: J, Phelps White,
G,
Hamilton,
its articles of incorporation and proof It was also adjudged that the defendTreasure,-- ; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
of its incorporation, and too map and ants be enjoined from constructing, or
A
Fllyan
survey of its reservoir had been filed attempting to construct, the said resFor particular
and Illustrated catalogue
and approved by the secretary of the ervoir or any part thereof. The inaddress.
interior long prior to the filing ot said junction was made perpetual. From
COL. JAS. W. W1LLSON,
plea, as appears from an inspection of that judgment the present appeal was
,
said :ilea itself. III. Plaintiff further prosecuted.
Superintendent.
alleges that in and by section twenty
We preceive no error in the judgof the said act of March 3d, 1S91, ment now under review. The main
above referred to, it was provided contention of the defendants is that,
'that if any section of said canal, or it was error to permit the United
ditch, shall not be completed within States to file its supplemental bill. We
five years after the location of said do not
acecpt this view of the trial
section, the rights herein granted court's duty. When the cause was
shall be forfeited as to any uncom- last here the court expressed the conThese celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
pleted section of said canal, ditch or viction that if the case was finally
Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
reservoir, to the extent that the same disposed of on the record as it then located in the midst of the
been throughly tested by the
e
miles west has
is not completed at the date of the was
great wrong might be done to Cliff Dwellings, twenyt-fivmiraculous cures attested to in the
forfeiture,' and that although five the United States and to all interest- of Taos and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheuyears since the filing and approval of ed in preserving the navigability of Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc- o matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
said articles of incorporation, proofs the Rio Grande.
Hence, the cause
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
of organization, maps and surveys was sent back that each side might Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial
Affections.
Scrofula,
have long since elapsed, defendant adduce. When the government asked
daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Comhas not complied with the require- to file its supplemental bill the suit The
temperature of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathments of said act, but has failed to was of coure reinstated on the docket from 90 to 122
$2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
degrees. The gases are
construct or complete within the pe- of the court of original jurisdiction carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet. Climate ing
month.
Stage meets Denver
per
riod of five years after the location of for such action as might be proper or
and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
very
dry
said canal and reservoir any part or necessary. The case having been opyear round. There is now a commod- upon request. This resort is attracsection of the same, and the same has ened that further evidence might be ious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and Is open all
by reason thereof become forfeited. produced, it was certainly open for an valids and tourists. People suffering winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
IV. Plaintiff further alleges that dur- amendment of the
original pleadings from consumption, cancer and other can leave- Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
ing all of said time, except from May or for such additional pleadings as contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
1897, the date might be appropriate to the issues be- These waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
24th, 1897, to
when the temporary injunction was tween the parties. The parties were of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
dissolved, the said defendants have not limited to the production merely
been in no wise hindered, restrained of evidence. The defendants, in the
or prevented from complying with the discretion of the court, could have
Taos. County N M
Ojo
provisions of said act by any judicial been allowed, upon a proper showing
V. and before
order or process whatsoever.
taking further proof, to
Wherefore, plaintiff prays to be per- amend their pleadings, and eqaully
mitted to file this supplemental bill of the government, before taking further
complaint, and that the same be con- proof, could have been allowed to file
sidered upon the hearing of this a supplemental complaint. Marine
cause, and that the defendants be de- Ins. Co., vs. Hodgson, 6 Cranch, 206,
creed to have forfeited all the rights 21S. Besides,
87 of the
they may have had, or claimed under New Mexico Civil Code would seem to
and by virtue of said act of March 3rd, be broad enough to cover the question
1891, not hereby admitting, however, of power. It provides: "A party may
that the defendants ever acquired any be allowed, on motion, to make a suprights under and by virtue of said act. plemental complaint, answer or reply,
TO
Plaintiff further prays that the injunc- alleging facts material to the cause,
tion, and all other relief prayed for or praying for any other or different
in and by said amended bill of com- relief, order or judgment." The facts
plaint, be granted, and that said in set forth in the supplemental
comjunction be made perpetual, and that plaint were manifestly not foreign to Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargc
It have and recover its costs expend- the government's original cause of acDOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
ed in this cause, and thus plaintiff tion. In every substantial sense those
will ever pray."
facts were material. Strictly speakMONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
A copy of this supplemental
com ing, they may have constituted new
United States. Canada. Mexico
plaint was served on the attorney of matter, but they did not present a Payable Throughout
the defendants on the day (April 7th, new cause of action. Jenkins vs. Inand all Foreign Countries.
More than forty ternational Bank of Chicago, 127 U.
1903) it was filed.
BY
REMITTANCES
days thereafter, on the 21st day of S. 484. They grew out of and were
May, 1903, a decree was entered find- connected with the same transaction
ing the allegations of the supllement-a- l from which this litigation arose, and
complaint no demurrer, answer or were germane to the object of the
other pleading having been filed there- suit. That object was to restrain the
to "are confessed and are true." The defendants from constructing and
court further found "that the articles maintaining dams, reservoirs, canals
of incorporation and the map, survey or ditches that would obstruct the
of the reservoir of the defendant cor- navigable portion of the Rio Grande
poration, the Rio Grande Dam and Ir- river. If all the grounds of relief set
rigation Company, were filed with the out in the supplemental complaint did
secretary of the interior prior to the not exist when the original complaint
twenty-sixtday of June, A. D. 1897, was filed, they were alleged to exist
and were, prior to said date, approved w hen the supplemental complaint was
by the secretary of the interior; and tendered, and being connected with
it further finds that the said defend the original cause of cation it was
ants have not completed its said reser-- right to bring them, in proper form,
voir or said' ditch, or any section to the attention of the court when de- In Need
in
thereof, within five years after the lo- termining whether the government
cation of the said reservoir and its was entitled to the relief it asked. So
said ditch line, or within five years the supreme court of the territory
after the approval of the same by the held, and so we hold. There was,
RIGHT.
secretary of the interior; and the plainly, no abuse of discretion or of
co rt further finds that five years the established rules of practice in
since the filing and approval of the permitting the supplemental
com-plasaid articles of incorporation,
to be filed. The allowance of
proof
lost Caspar Avennt
or organization, maps and surveys of amendments of equity pleadings must
the said reservoir and ditch line of "at every stage of the cause rest in
the defendants had long since elapsed the discretion of the court, and that
prior to the filing of said supplement- discretion must depend largely on the
al bill and that the defendants had special circumstances of each case."
not complied with the requirements Hardin vs. Boyd, 113 U. S. 75G.
OUR MOTTO! To have the Best of Everything in Our Line
of the act of Congress, ajproved
Upon the question of the diligence
March 3, 1901, under which the same or want of diligence of the parties, it
were filed, but has failed tb con- may be said that the supplemental
struct or complete within thij period complaint was tendered at a time
of five years after the locatioi of the when the court was open; the leave
said cnal and reservoir any part or to file was given in open court; and
section of the same." And it; was ad- the defendant's attorney was served
judged "that the rights of the, said de- with a copy of that complaint on the
fendants, or either of them, to so con- very day it was tendered and filed. On
struct and complete the said reservoir this part of the case the supreme
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Prawn Work.
and said ditch, or any part thjreof, un- court of the territory said that attorOpals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
der and by virtue of the said act of neys of record are presumed to be
Congress of March 3,' 1901, bj and the present during terms of the court in
SANTA FE, N. M.
527 San Franeiae
same are hereby declared t be for- which their causes ?er pending, and
feited. It is further orderef adjudg- in contemplation of law were chargeed and decreed by the court y reason able with notice of all proceedings
oaf the premises that an injunction transpiring in open court in respect of
be, and the same is hereby granted such causes; also, that "under the
against the said defendants, enjoining facts of this case, counsel are prethem from constructing or! attempt- sumed to have been present, and to
ing to construct the said reservoir, or have such notice as the law requires
any part thereof, and that thi same be of matters transpiring in open court
made perpetual." (By an amended on the day on which leave was grantof the finest
decree filed October 5th, ,903, and ed to file the supplemental complaint,
entered nunc pro tunc as of May 21st, and the same was filed and served up1903, the date given as Mawh 3d, 1901, on them. Younge vs. Broxsom, 23
ALL OF" THE VERY
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
in the decree was made j to read Ala. C84 ; Sanders vs. Savage, 63 S.
AND NET7iST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
LATEST
March 3d, 1891, in order tb conform D. 218. The court was vested with
to the actual date of the afct of Con discretion by the last clause of sec.
INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
gress intended to be referrjd to. both 204, supra (Code of Civil Procedure,
by the United 'States and by the as amended by c. 11 of Laws of 1901)
DRY
court.)
A statute of New Mexici in force
on
(Continued
Pag Six.)
de-cri-

IB

i the opinion of the
court in the famous
Elephant Buttes controversy, delivered by Justice Harlan on December
13, 1909, the twelfth year after the
case was originally filed in the New
Mexico district court:
The general object of this suit
which was brought by the United
States in one of the courts of New
Mexico on the 24th day of May 1897
was to obtain an injunction to prevent the Rio Grande and Dam Irrigation Company from constructing and
maintaining a dam agross, and a resStates.
ervoir over and near, the Rio Grande
Remember the name Doan's and
river at a certain point in that terri
take no other.
tory. In the court of original juris
diction the suit was dismissed and the
dismissal was affirmed by the su
preme court of the territory ; but that
judgment was reversed by this court,
&
with instructions to set aside the de
of dismissal and to inquire
cree
No
14b
Red
Telephone
whether the intended acts of the de
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
fendants in the construction of a dam
nnd annroDriating the waters of the
TAKE A JUY RIDE ON
Rio Grande would substantially di
minish the navigability of that stream
The Health
within the limits of present naviga
re
AT CORDOVA'S ON GALISTEO STREET bility; and, if so, to enter a decree
Prof. FLA VIO SILVA Proprietor
straining those acts to the extent that
5c A Ride 5c.
they would so diminish. United States
vs. Rio Grande Irrigation Compary,
7 to 9 p. m.
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CHAS. CLOSSOiM

A. F.

SPIEGELBEG,

Indian and tViexican

Wares and Curios.

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico
ay ?he

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest
VjUUlbtJuv

commercial
literary
& SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses

form Separate Departments

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 1st,

BROTHER HERMES. President
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TITE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN SAXTA FE, X. M.

OPEN THE RIVER BOULEVARD.
The city should not fail to provide
for the opening of the river boulevard
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
from city limit to city limit. In time
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
FRANK P. STURGES,
to
come, the avenue as planned will
Vice President,
Editor and President.
j be one of the most beautiful
.
highways
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurerj
in this section.
It is well adapted
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflee.
for residence purposes and if Santa
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
.$3.75 Fe
Daily, six months, by mail
KroWg an(j improves as it is ex- 23
Tally per week by carrier
2- pected it will, the lots bounded by the
75 Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by carrier
six months
Weekly,
will increase in value rap
.65
boulevard
....
mail
Daily, per month, by
75
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
idly the moment the street is opened
in its entirety
and that trees are
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
it
by the Board of Trade
planted along
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to as i3 proposed. At this time, the cost
i
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing
of opening the street in its entirety
with the cost
among tho intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
will be small

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

j. raita, trtadanL

K.

L. A. HUSHES,

JVIL

board of viewers would probably find
that the adjacent property would be
so much improved in value that there
r- Tn fapt
KIITVACD&.
nmr
PrAn
ii1qi otilic!v1iftrc TY111C
WHY i.t- ue "u
,
"'
PERS.
(they govern the character of the pa-- "UU1U
as far as it
street
for
the
the
reads.
land
subscriber
the
that
Pritcuaru'.
regular
editor of the Per
John V
the
statements
"These
was
concerning
and
has
been
donated,
opened
above!
Christian Nation answers the
tit nd V
He duii luuiii ut; jauncicu iu iuc uiuic - only lately Mr. H. S. Cunningham has
after pnrpfiil
,
.. xi. .
of pvptv rinilv naner in Xew York
strip
and all other large'cities; all will tell i donated to the city a good-sizesame story, and in in the very heart of the city, right op- the
substantially
of
that the majority
daily newspapers 11 T l.
r. TV.,'..
c ,
" posite to the capitoi, ior tne purpose
readers are interested in politics and a" 1 occ
are not Qf cn
our
of
character
They
people
Next
on
account.
from Dm
that
the
the gtreet t
take
paper
SDeciallv eneouraeine: facts, but thev
to politics, the average
newspaper are an
to
Cerrillos
road. The
absolutely reliable guide if you Gaspar avenue
reader is interested in sports, in prize are
river boulevard would be the key, the
seeking circulation."
fights, baseball and other games.
connecting link, from which in time
Great disasters and fires come in for
some share of recognition but after RECRUITS FOR THE CONSERVAwill radiate the scenic highways up
TION MOVEMENT.
all, it is sensation and scandals that
the canon, to the cliff dwellings, to
are the choice morsels that please
of the American tne Tn(3ian villages, to the turquoise
The
Daughters
the newspaper reader. It might as
well be admitted that but few editors RevoluLion have decided to drop their mines and to other points,
Let Santa Fe profit by the exper-t-o
print what they consider an ideal own squabbles for the time being and
would
or
what
pubConsehvain
they
newspaper
the
enlist as privates
lence of Colorado Springs, which al
lish if they had everything their tion
A special committee on
army.
endowed with
though magnificently
own way and wouldn't need to care
an
out
to
sent
the
has
appeal
Prit-charsubject
is
reaching out for more
public parks
whom they please. Says Mr.
every member of the organization parks. Only last week it offered an
"Thirty years ago I was editing a and to all patriotic women in general enormous sum for South Cheyenne
morning daily in a town that was suf- to use all honorable means to support j Canon, which fifteen years ago it
fering with growing pains. The fact the policy of conserving the national could have
the
bought for
broke in on my consciousness that it
meet
sources.
that
It
is
a
paQuite
ten
before
sum
that it
was necessary to do something more
and
years
than change the figures on the first triotic organization which commem- might have had had for a song, but
page every morning to keep up to orates the deeds of the founders of
purchase, it must now pay
date. I made appointments with the republic should seek to conserve delaying
a fortune for it. Says the Pueblo
Childs, of the Public Ledger; MeClure that republic for as many generations
Chieftain:
of the Times, Philadelphia; Abell, of as
possible. With national resources j
Colorado
Christmas
"On
the Baltimore Sun; Reid, of the Trib- exhausted, the
day
country would begin to
from
a
as
the
une, and Dana, of the Sun, New York, decline and
gift
acquired
Springs
eventually would pass inand started in quest of more light to oblivion.
Perkins estate the property widely
and new light. 'There were giants
known as the 'Garden of the Gods' as
That is the keynote of what might an addition to its
in those days,' and only Whitellw
park system.
aresume of the first few
Reid of that quintette of them is be called
"The city already owned the North
left. I was loaded with questions, months' work of the conservation Cheyenne canon, and also a tract of
and was fortunate in that these jour- committee of the organization, which land extending along Monument creeli
nalists of world-widdistinction, gave is composed of members from every within the city limits known as
me time to put their replies in writ- state and territory in the Union.
Park, and another large area
Conservation of all of America's re- some four miles northeast of the
ing. One of my questions was: 'What
city
kind of news most strongly and per- sources is the consensus of the senti- which is known as Palmer park, these
ment of the governors of sixteen two last named
manently affects circulation?"
being gifts from the
"Charles A. Dana personally an- states and territories, who were asked late William J. Palmer, the founder
"What is of the city.
swered all my other queries, but for to answer the questions:
information on this one lie sent me the special need of conservation in
"These four parks constitute a sys
to Mr. Mitchell, then his favorite as your state' and "How many women tem which is not surpased in natural,
help?"
sistant, now the Sun's editor-in-chiegrandeur and beauty in any city, ana,
Mr. Mitchell told me that the same
The replies of the governors out- which is utterly beyond the range of
thought bad occurred to him only a line a definite comprehensive plan of possibility for any city not possessing j
short time before, and that he had action, which would seem capable of
advantages of location.
worked out the problem with scien- producing results. The conservation exceptional
is further announced that Colo"It
tific precision, by comparing circula- committee realizes that the
rado Sprinss now has the opportunity
tion records with the contents of of any measure to be effective,support
must of acquiring on favorable terms the
corresponding issues.
be intelligent, and to this and a con- property known as South Cheyenne
"The day after the Presidential servation bulletin will be started and canon, which has been famous to
election in 1872 the circulation of the will be sent out every two or three tourists for
many years and which has
Sun increased over the aveiage of weeks to the public and
been a source of large and increasing
private
the days immediately preceding it, schools of the country in the hope revenue to its owners.
64,000 copies; in 1876 it increased to that the fundamentals of conserva"It is to be hoped in the interests of j
94,000, and in 1880 the increase was tion may find root there. It will be
the
entire state that this opportunity
87,000. This was an average increase the
aim to gat the bulletin of securing this great natural scenic
principal
of 73 per cent on the usual issue of
into the hands of people, who do not wonder will not be lost. The price'
hat paper.
see the daily papers, and in that way asked is large, but the longer the city
"fcsecond class of events which teach the principle of conservation delays, the more it will have to pay.
send upTjyreulation of the Sun is where
it could not be taught other- - Very early in the city's history an ef- state and city eleviions, which give wise. The
conservation committee of fort was made to secure the South
an average increase of 42,000.
D. A. R. was last April at the Con- - Cheyenne canon for public use and at
the
"The next class, but one, is October
elections in Presidential years, which tinental Congress made a national that time it is might have been had
for a small amount. Later, in the
send up the circulation about 21,000. committee.
The replies of the governors indi- - early '90s it was again offered to the
The people, we must believe from
this, are first of all political in char- cate perhaps some difference of appli- - city for a sum which was only a frac- acter, as this is the kind of news in cation, but the principle of conserva- - tion of the present price, but the same
tion is there. In Connecticut, the par- - arguments that are now being brought
which they take the most interest.
"The third class of events which ticular interest leans to the preven- - forward asainst the, purchase, defeat-tiomost attracted the attention of newsof pollution of streams and the ed the proposition, and since that
paper readers, and which I omitted preservation of forests. Governor Gil- - time there has been no good oppor-chriof Florida, emphasized the pro- - tunity to acquire the property until
above, was walking matches (now
supplanted by bicycles races), espe- tection of song and plumage birds, now.
"The entire state may properly feel
cially the last days, and athletic Protection of the forests is the thing
sports in general; but the last days needed in Idaho, said Governor Brady, an interest in this matter and hope
of the six-da- y
matches sent up the and the women of that state have that South Cheyenne canon may be
Sun's circulation on the average about manifested a ' great interest in the sdded to the Colorado Springs park
25,000
j system, and
copies.
Football,
.baseball, work.
thus be secured for the
slugging matches, and the like, have
Governor Carroll of Iowa, thought Punctual use of the people."
relatively the same effect.
efforts of the women towards con- "The great international prize fight the
IN TIME.
HEADED
OFF
servation
well
be
to
turned
might
between Heenan and Sayers, which is
W H- Andrews
i
wite
now almost ancient history, sent the the establishing of better social rela- - tfcDifc!!Bat!.
that the
from Washington
patches
on
tlnn.
-in thp mrai
dutrint.
i.w a,
ViJ
Sun circulation skyward, as did also
telling of a plan to pass at this sesi
the first publication of the Revised promotion of the general welfare of
in p ,Uce o an en- the
ongrefs
agricultural opportunities of the
Old Testament. Metaphysicians can
will merely au
a
that
act,
abling
state. Kentucky as a whole is not
figure out at their leisure why, and,
thorize New Mexico and Arizona to
in
conservation
work, wrote hriV,
in what percentage, if any, the same engaged
CHt,,H0i
class of people are interested in two Governor Wilson, but she is the larg- - withnilf fn.mAnttnn in ,. 111UU
"Miviv"
est
to
contributor
public schools in are absurd and that the second bill
such wholly unlike events; but meanwhile everything concerning the Jeffries-- the United States. Governor Fernald Introduced by Representative HamilJohnson
'mill' will boom circula- of Maine, endorsed the educational ton, which provides for the admission
tion, and the event itself will add feature of the. work.
of the Territory after the adoption
millions to the sales of the daily paThe reclamation of overflowed land of the constitutiona and its approval
pers for the immediately ensuing In Mississippi is one of the needs of by the President will be passed. The
twenty-fou- r
hours.
that state where conservation plays a election of state officers shall be held
"Great fires increase the Sun's cir- part, wrote Governor Noel.. Improve-- ' not less nor more than 120 days after
culation on the average about 10,000 ment of waterways, conservation of the ratification of the constitution by
copies, and great disasters about forests, conservation of water power the people. Delegate Andrews cer9,000.
and the building of good roads, are tainly knows if any one does, what
"But the last class of news notice- all subjects for the conservation
move- the plans of the leaders are, but the
ably affecting circulation Is something ment Governor
fact that the dispatches which deof
Missouri
Hadley
to be wondered at; for the execution said.
clared otherwise were sent out from
of a criminal in' or near New York
reputable sources to the morning paincreases the Sun's sales about 8,000
pers of the Territory and have been
Here
is
a
that might
suggestion
copies on an average.
in the big eastern papers,
published,
',: "These facts as to
increase of cir- strike in the right place even In old indicated,: that at least, a scheme to
culation are an accurate test of ; the Santa Fe: v.v.
defer: still further the admission of
He had managed to accumulate a the territories had been
public demand, as they account not
hatched and
only for a deciding purpose to buy lot of money by more or less question- would be sprung if the time was
on the part, of those 'who do not usu- able methods.
deemed opportune. The New Mexi"I should like to do something for can is
ally take the paper, but doubtless Inpleased to know that Deledicate a preference on the part of reg- the benefit of the town," he said.
gate Andrews is watching the game
ular readers. These occasional read
"Well," suggested the poor but very closely and that if he can preers are important also as being" the otherwise honest citizen, "you mieht vent it, no such
surprise will be
class from whom an Increase of reg- - move out of it."
sprung.
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Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe,

New Mexico

E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the District and SuCourts.
Prompt" and careful
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe,
xew Mexico

....

preme

CHARLES F. EASLEY

;

(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-La-

....
....

Land and Mining business a specialty.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
CATRON & CATRON

Attorneys and Counsel
Office: Catron Block
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
lors-at-La-

G. VOLNEY HOWARD

Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all Courts of Territory
.

Speaks Spanish
192 Black
Rooms 18 and 19, Laughlin BlockSanta Fe,
New Mexico
.

.

....

'Phone

RENEHAN & DAVIES
E. P. Davies

A. B. Renehan

dutr njTjTjTJTnnmjxruTjTj

Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a
Office in Catron Block.
specialty.
Santa Fe
New Mexico

THE

HOTEL

BE

G. W. PRICHARD

Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.

WILLI ftM VAUGHN, PROP.

of the Best Hotels in the West

One

Cuisine and
Table Service

C.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-

f

WtF

AS."

AMERICAN AND
EUROPE; AN PLAN

J

G. WARD

For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas,
New Mexico- -

WASHINGTON AVENUE

""

V.

Territorial District Attorney

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

Unexcelled

-

e

mm

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all market for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
1 he bank executes all orders of its patrons in the
banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound ban'k-- 2
ing. Safeiy deposit boxes lor reat. The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited.

h

-

m

3

...

....

i

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.-

Capital Stock,
$150,000
and
Undivided
Surplus
Profits, 75,000

d

'

A05HS, Cashier.
B. READ, Assistant Cashier.

H.

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1670

j

.

Vice-Prese- nt

Cards

Professional

J.
J.

PAUL A. F. WALTER
m

;

compared
ten or twenty years hence. In fact, a

JANUARY 10, 1910.

MONDAY,

Practice in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the territory.
Las Cruces.
New Mexico:
WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Taos

Mon-nume-

Jesse

Attorneys-at-La-

Offices: Raton, N. M.. and Trinidad,
Colorado. '
H. M. DOUGHERTY
Attorney-at-La-

Commodious Sample

Steam Heated: Electric

oom

Socorro

IN CONNECTION

PRESS THE BUTTON WE

DO

Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Court and before the TJ. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.

Las Cruces

j

CORONADO hotel
First

Clo.es X5esta.ia.iaaa.t

RATES 50c and up
OPEN Day & Night

G.

New Mexico

....

laa.

LUPE HERRERA Prop,
Santa Fe New Mexico- -

H. R. PUTMAN
U. S. Court Commissioner

Class

aii TtaoiBj

Up-Mat-

e

Correspondents asking information
concerning the Territory of New Mex
ico promptly answered.
. New Mexion
Texico

HOTEL MODERN
CORNER

Hot and Cold Water

In Every Room

00N GASPAR AND WATER STREET

Spacious Sample Rooms
For Commercial Travelers

"

!

and

Conveyancer
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE

st

Steam Heat
r
Electric Light,
Modern Baths.

K,

-

Ki

...

W. A. FLEMING JONES
Bonds snd investments
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Eastern and local bank references.
Las Cruces
New Mexico

n

first

-

EDWARD C. WADE

THE BEST,

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN

xhe

New Mexico- -

GEORGE D. BARBER
Attorney and Councellor-at-LaPractices in the District and Supreme Courts of
the Territory.
Prompt attention iven to all business
Lincoln County
New Mexico-

FIRST CLASS CAFE

Lighted, Every Room
a Good One,

....

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory. Office:

Long Distance Telephone Station.

j

j

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS
G. Northcutt
C. J. Roberts

!

R. W. WITTMAN

.

Draftsman
Copies furnished of records on flla
U. S. Surveyor General5s Office.
J
- - - . New Mexico
Santa Fe,

XV,

tw

JOHN K. STAUFFER
Notary Public
- - - Santa Fe,
New Mexico
Office with the New Mexican Printing Company.
.

.,

w

ERE IS II VERY

EXCEPTIONAL

Notice for Putjiicaiiun.
,
0824. Not Coal Land.)
Department of the Interior,
j
i
Jemez Forest Reserve."'
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
;
December 7, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Edward
McCauley of Jemez Springs, N. M.,
who, on August 10, 1908, made homestead entry No. 0824 for NW 4 of
the SE
Township 18 N., Range 3.
E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final proofs
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Register or R'eceiv- - '
er, U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRSCE
FROM NOW
0.M UNTIL

(Serial

CHRISTMAS

v

BEST LINE OP GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED' IN SANTA Fifi

Don't
Fa:l
to
Call
and

Iispect

Excellent Assortments
Burned Leatber Goods
Burned Wooden Placqnes
All Kinds of Drawn Work
Leatber Pillows Tops

1--

-

Many

1--

other
articles

that
attract

M., on

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
01-30-

3

San Francisco St.

January

26, 1910.

Claimant names as witnesses Hugh.
Murray, Wm. Rogers, Linas Shields,
A, W. Fedderson,
all of Jemez
Springs, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Proprietor
Santa Fe, N, M.

Register.
II.

Tf you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

try

JANUARY

MONDAY,

THE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SAXTA FE, X. M.

1910.

10,

VAQC FIVE.

gssii

PERSONAL MENTION
Jr., of Denver, is i
visiting friends in this city.
Rev. A. Rabeyrolle of Las Vegas,
is in town a guest at the Claire.
Mr. and Mrs. Elias Clark of Alcalde, '
are In the city visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Leo Hersch.
J. S. Edride, who has been living
some time in the City of Mexico, h :
in Santa Fe.
Judge Edward A. Mann of Albuquerque, who was in the city last week
returned home over Sunday, but is
again in Santa Fe today.
Hon. Malaquias Martinez, the coal
oil inspector of the territory, is registered at the Coronado.
Attorney H. L. AValdo was among
last night's arrivals from Las Vegas
registering at the Palace.
Banker J. M. Cunningham of East
Las Vegas, is a business visitor in
town today, stopping at the Palace.
Charles- A. Spiess, president of the
legislative council, was in the city
yesterday. He registered at the Palace hotel.
W. F. Taliaferro, prominent
railroad man of Topeka, is in the city
today on a business visit. He is registered at the Palace.
J. F. Hinkle, prominent business
man of Roswell, and member of the
territorial board of equalization, is in
the city a guest at the Palace.
M. A. Gonzales, member of the territorial tax commission is in town
having arrived last night from
He is a guest at the Claire.
District Attorney Elmer E. Studley
of Raton, will return home today. Mr.
Studley is an old newspaper man and
served with Samuel G. Blythe on a
Buffalo paper.
Colonel W. S. Hopewell of Albuquerque, who returned home Saturday
night is again in the city today meeting with the directors of the New
Mexico Central railroad.
Attorney E. W. Dobson of Albu
querque, arrived in town last night as
to be present at today's meeting of
the board of directors of the New
Mexico Central railroad.
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn, has re
turned to his home in Las Cruces.
The major who has many friends all
over the country was greeted cordially by scores while he was in the city.
"Miss Marguerite Rudolph left this
afternoon for Santa Fe, where she
will resume her duties at Loretto
Academy after spending the holidays
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
F. Rudolph, at Rociada." Las Vegas
Optic.
"A. P. Tarkington, formerly with
the Santa Fe Railway Company, has
been transferred back to his former
postion here as train dispatcher in
the chief dispatcher's office, entering
upon his duties yesterday." Las Vegas Optic.
Henry S. Badt, of Fort Worth, Texas, is registered at the Hotel Modern. Mr. Badt expressed his delight
at thS climate of Santa Fe which even in cold weatner he says, is exhilarating and more agreeable than
many of the southern climes.
"H. R. Parsons is in Santa Fe in
the interest of the local schools.
While there he will have a conference
with Superintendent Clark relative to
the financial problem that is worrying the local school officials. We
hope to see Mr. Parsons' shingle
swung to the Main street breezes immediately
upon his return." Fort
Sumner Review.

SANTA FE HARDWARE

George B. Field,

We appreciate the confidence imposed in tins
bauk by our customers during the past year. We
desire to show our appreciation by giving to you
the best service possible'at all times.
We wish yru a prosperous 1910 and hope to merit
a continuance of your patronage. Weishall be

!

,

sere you.

pleased to

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO

i

2L

$50,000'

Capital

Santa

Fe, K. iM.

G.

FLICK, President

G. FRANKLIN

FRANKLIN FLICK

W. S. DAVIS.

W. S. DAVIS, Cashiei.

N. B. LAUGHLIN

W. E. GRIFFIN. Asst. Cashla;.

J.

B. LAMY

--

R. H. HANNA

FREDERICK MULLER

STOCK IN EACH

!,!

FURNITURE
STOVES and RANGES
KNIVES AND CUTLERY
PIPE and FITTINGS
SANITARY PLUMBING

SYRINGES

FOUHTftlH

BOTTLES

See our show window for
bargains n these good
WE ARE OVER STOCKED

and offer a few numbers at less than cost to' ns.
5Mplin&.-B-

&

w

g"

Company

For Sale

Estate

eaI

440 acres, located in San Luis Valley, Rio Grande
County, Colorado. 1 2 miles from county seat town
of 1500 and growing rapidly; part of tract now under irrigation aod plenty of water for whole tract.
Excellent grain country and especially adapted to
hog raising; will consider trade for good mercantile
business, or Santa Fe property.
1--

...

O

C- -

WATSON & COMPANY

RealEstate Agents, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorada

Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A

AV

Santa

BEHGERE, Manager for New Mexico.
Catron Block

Fe, N. M.

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

&

COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
- of
building material.
.

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

TOMAS P. DELGADO Mgr.
NOW IS THE TIME

To have that SUIT cleaned, pressed and put in good shape
We will do !t I
for fall wear.
VWe will caarge j t?tqot '

The Goldberg
PHONE

203

Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
BLACK

208 WEST

PALACE AVE

Watch

;

;

Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop

P.

O.

BROWN,

Agent.

BEDS and SPRINGS

PUMPS and WIND MILLS
CAMP EQUIPMENT
PAINTS, ALL COLORS
ALBASTINE, Kalsomine
WALL PAPER, GLASS

vtu-

Glassware and Queensware
ROOFING, SPOUTING
SPORTING GOODS
GUNS, AMMUNITION

CALL FOR PRICES

LET US SERVE YOU

BIG BARCAINS
.IX

A new mile post is past
A new record has been made
A new page has been set and maintained
In every department of our growirg business
the last, year has worked wonders for
improvement and growth.
Far and away it has been b;gger and better

MILLINERY
MISS A MUGLER
Southeast Corner Piaza.

than our wildest dreams thought

.the entire building ready for occupancy in less than two months. This
block is a considerable addition to the
business district of Carlsbad. It has
one large store part, and the corner
is planned for a bank. The second
'story wil be used for offices.
The Tansill block, one of the first
buildings erected in Carlsbad, is likely to be purchased by a large mercantile company now being organized by
local and outside capitalists. The
building is well located for a large
business establishment, and has room
enough for all the departments that
this concern plans to have. The new
company will have a capital of at
least a hundred thousand dolars.

pos-

sible.
THERE MUST BE A REASON
We have you, the wife, the mother, the
father and the children as well as the girl to
thank.
We started rut to give the people of
Santa Fe something to talk about in modern
store making, We set the pace and the price
We marked our goods in plain English
so that all mav read and learn.
OUR INVENTORY SALES TO CLEAN UP MANY ODDS
AN 1) ENDS, will start in few days.
Real bnnralns such as
we have never before attempted v lll
the most careful shoppers that have learned to watch our bargain
su.-pri-

counters.

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.
THE RACKET STORE.

It is an admitted tacv mat real estate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results a. a
obtained by advertising in the Now
Mexican.

BARGAINS OF EVERY'DESCRIPTIDK

H

S.KSDNE

Co.
GROCERS
'Where

Especially Reduced
Prices in Ladies

prices are lowest
TO

&

OO.

OF

AND

La Moda Millinery

What other 1910 Resolu
tion youmay make
trade at KAUNE

SEE OUR COM PLETE STOCK

FANCY GOODS, NOVELTIES
OTHER ARTICLES.

One Resolution to Make

now Ithat you will

HATS

DONT FAIL

for safe quality"

Resolve

Ladies and Gentlemen

Something for

Phone Black 78

Catron Block.

the

coming year. It Is a resolution In your own Interest, for

It means the best i possible
table supplies at lowest pos-

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

sible prices.

REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
Room

KAUNE
Think It over-ls- n't
4 Oo, the logical store for you
to patronize through 1910.

19

Does a general ABSTRACT

$20,000.00

'

(INCORPORATED)
Catron Block, SantaFe, N. M.
,

REAL ESTATE and INSURAKCE business.
to loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
:
:
at low rate of Interest
.

LAUHDRY

For Best Laundry Work

THE CHAS. WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
Undertakers and Embalmers

Special to The New Mexican.
Carlsbad, N. M., Jan. 8 The board
of county commissioners organized on
Monday by selecting Capt. E. P. Bujac
as chairman. A. C. Heard, who resigned, had acted as chairman for
many years. Captain Bujac was appointed by the governor to fill the vacancy as commissioner a short time
ago. One of the particular matters
considered at this session of the board
was the bridges ordered built over
the Pecos and Blatik rivers some time
The contractor has already
ago..
brought material on the ground ready
to begin operations. The railroad company, however, objected to tbi style
of bridge planed over the P?cos at
Carlsbad.
It was held that the low
solid concrete bridge would a?t as a
dam in case of high water and would,
therefore, be apt to damage me railroad property on the west side. The
board decided to change the pfcns and
have now ordered a steel .kd concrete bridge at this point on tie street
level. The bridge will be 500 feet
long in all. Construction is already
begun on the piers of this bridge. The
contractor is also at work jon the
bridge across Black river at Malaga.
Work will also be begun in ;a very
short time on the bridge neaijArtesia.
The brick building on the orner of
Fox and Canyon street is up one story.
J. R. Fant, the owner, hopesj to have

IPEfilAL

This

Space

Eddy County Building Two Fine
Bridges, One Over Pecos, Other
Over Black River.

'

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

CAPTAIN BUJAC ELECTED
CHAIRMAN OF COMMISSION.

FURNITURE, Mattresses
HARNESS aud SADDLERY
WAGONS andBUGGIES
FARMING IMPLEMENTS
MINERS' SUPPLIES

Everything in Hardware

Abi-qui-

HOT WATER

the Girl! We Furnish the House.3
A MOST COMPLETE

!

DIRECTORS
OFFICERS

You Furnish

t

k SUPPLY

Phone No
feed

23

H.S. KAUNE
& COMPANY

ri'nnT ni inn
MHO

I

ULflDD

E

PHONE 26

satisfaction assurhd
CORRICK'S HACK LINE

SS

p0Fp0iarirprfccs

Pro

Buggies and Saddle Horses
rarely

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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DAILY!
6 SO
6
4 65
4 36
4 25
8 65
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8 80
2 55
2 30
12 25
12 05
811 40
11 06

p.
p.
p.

Function of the Public School Gross Revenue Now Exceeds
Two Hundred Million Doland Necessity for Taking Its
lars a Year.
Complete Course.

rorara-

p. ra
p. nv
p m
p. m-p. in-a. m--

a'

rn--

1115a.ru-U0 15 a. m-9 43 a. m9 26 a. in- -

7
7
7
7

60
68

59

50
10
25
00

a.m.
a.m.
a. in.
a.m.

W. Ry.. train Xo. 124 arriving in Dawson X.

M., G:15 p. m.

(Connects with E. P.

& S.

SIXTY THOUSAND POSTMASTERS

p. m,

1Bp.ru
p. m'

W. Ry. train Xo. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.t

8; 55 a. m.

Declaring that culture is not confined to those who study Greek or
who are members of the Browning
Clubs, and that "there is culture in;
subject which is studied and
taught in a cultural way;" that we
need todav above all things "an ideal
culture which shall be placed in the
Dr. W. E.
of men in overalls."
Garrison, the retiring president of the
Xew Mexico Educational Assoication
thin
nma- w0,.och,
hnt
"
iicio SUiu oumvthe need of the present school system
e
Tl,.,
ue v, onc'r. Tirae on- arl
ul
ne
at me meeting ui
delivered
dress
the Xew Mexico Educational Association at Roswell, held a few days ago
The address was considered one of
the most forceful and illuminating
ever listened to dj tne inbw mvxm
educators and is right in line with the
policy of tha Santa Fe Xew Mexican
which has ever stood for the advance- ment of Xew Mexico's schools and
the right sort of education which will

Washington, Jan. 10. As a business
institution, the postofflce department,
next to the United States treasury, is
the greatest in the government.
submitted by
cording to figures
Charles P. Grandfield, first assistant
postmaster general, for the fiscal
year ended June 30th, 1909, made
the
c today in his annual report,
Sross revenue of the. Postal service
reached the enormous total of $29,,-,-5G2.3S;!, an increase of fl2,083,,20, or
Ac-an-

the territory: "There being no error
or irreguality in the court's order allowing the supplemental complaint to
be filed, the same having been done in
open court, and a copy of the same
having been served upon one of the
attorneys of record on the same day
on which it was filed, the statute required an answer or other proper
pleading to be filed within twenty days
from the date of such filing, and in
the event of failure to plead, or secure additional time to plead, neither
of which were done in this case, it
was perfect regular for the court to
render decree. Gregory vs. Pike, 29
Fed. 58S. Appellants seek to be relieved from their own default by alleging neglect on the part of their
.
.
There being service
attorneys.
of a copy of the supplemental complaint upon one of the attorneys of
record on the day on which it was
filed it was entirely regular for the
court to render the decree when applied for 44 days after such service,
in the absence of any appearance or
pleading by the appellants."
Some stress is laid on the fact that
the government obtained an injunction to prevent the defendants from
constructing its reservoir and dam.
That fact, it is contended, stops the
government from relying on the
limitation prescribed by the
above act of March 3d, 1901, c. 561.
But this view is without merit. The
preliminary injunction referred to
was dissolved July 31st, 1897, and was
never reinstated. The supplemental
mill was taken as confessed on May
21st, 1903, and a perpetual injunction
was then awarded against the defendants. So that between the dissolution
of the preliminary injunction and the
granting of the perpetual injunction
more than five years elapsed, during
which the defendants were not impeded or hindered by any injunction
against them. This is sufficient to
show that the point just stated is
without merit. We need not, therefore, consider the larger question,
whether the
limitation preV
scribed by Congress in the above act
of March 3d, 1901, could have been
disregarded or enlarged either by the
action or
of the parties or
by any order of injunction made by
the court in the progress of the cause.
There are some minor questions in
the case, but they are not of substance and need not be noticed. We
perceive no error of law in the record,
and the judgment is affirmed.

employes.-- '

Dr. Grandfield makes a strong argument in favor of 30 days' annual leave
for clerks and carriers .in first class
and second class offices.
"At the close of the fiscal year
there were 7,200 postoffices of the
presidential class. Of this number,
3,217, or 44.6 per cent, were housed
in leased quarters, for which the annual rate of rental was $2,726,805. On
June 30, 1909, there were :34 offices
located in federal buildings, an increase of 15 during the year. It is expected, however, that this number
will be largely augmented during the
current fiscal year. On the date last
mentioned there were 3.S12 numbered
stations, 711 delivery stations, and
241 branch postoffices."
Some minor recommendations here
tofore made by the first assistant are
renewed and an elaborate statistical
statement of the bureau is presented.

Dr. Garrison Says Ideal Kind First Assistant Postmaster
General Grandfield Quotes
Should Be Within Reach
Statistics.
of Men in Overalls

Miles From
Raton

.
biAiiu.o.

BUSINESS

GIVER

petent

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
in Effect July 14, 1908.
DULY

OFFICE AS
;

Comoany.

Railway

PIS1

EDUCATION

conditions.. It Is realized that it was
not intended that these appropriations
should be used in that manner, but
the department has been compelled
to grant such allowances in order to
keep the postofflce manned with com-

v

pub-reac- h

HOTEL ARRIVALS

,,

6.:

X

PCI

CllL,

UVC1

.!,
LUC

Palace.

.n,linn

City; C. S.
Harper
Stage for Van Houten, X. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
year. There were 7,202 presidential
A.
C. McEl-waNew
York
Hains,
City;
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
postoffices on July 1, 1909. Of this
Octave
Audett, HudDurango;
NORTH BOUND:
SOUTH BOUND:
number 398 were first class, an inB.
New York
son,
Amoroso,
Wis.;
No. 1, 6: 03 a. m.
Xo. 8, 9:27 a. m.
crease of 14; 1,707 were second class,
Xo. 7, 8:12 p. m.
Xo. 2, 7:05 p. m.
an increase of 112; and 5,097 were City; W. E. Smith, La Veta; Mr. and
Track connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C,
third class, an increase of 230. The Mrs. J. W. Mulligan, Chicago; Mr.
V.
V R-- S W ut rnlfav
. S.. at- Ties Moines
X. M.. nnd Cimarron &
total increase in the number of presi- - and Mrs. E. Clark and son, Alcalda;
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
dential offlces was 356. There were J. F. Hinkle, Roswell; E. V. Kinstort,
during St. Louis; C. C. Davidson, W. F. Buch1(444 postomces established
Cimarron, X. M., is depot for the following points in New Mexico: Ocate,
2
004
Aurora
Lakes.
were
Red
and
discontinued, anan, J. A. Street, Tucumcari; F. P.
Uayado,
the year and
Ule Park, X. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo
leaving a total of 60,144 postoffices in Jones, Silver City; Charles A. Spiess,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown,
Lobo,
operation on June 30, 1909. During - Las Vegas; J. VanHouten, Raton; J.
Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
the year 1,626 postmasters were ap- M. Cunnigham, East Las Vegas;
At Henry Lutz, Lincoln; Hugo Seaberg,
Pointed at presidents omces.
VV.
e. J. DEDMrUV
A.
GORMAN.
HOUTEN:
van - - - .
e aaclress ln Iuu ls as luuu,,s'
tourtn class omces y,iti postmasters Raton; Leonard Johnstoi, Seattle;
Howell Jones, V. F. Taliaferro, Tope-kaSuperintendent, V. Vres. and Gen Mgr. Gen- - PaSS- Agent if any hundred thinking and work- - were appointed.
of
his
RATON. N M. ing educators of today were asked to
RATON. N. M
routine
the
RATON, N M.
Kan.; W. E. Kaser, Judge H. L.
Concerning
name the most vital and urzent prob- - bureau, Dr. Grandfield says:
Waldo, Las Vegas; Judge Edward A.
,
leni within the field of their profes- - j , .
Pti. f OYnpn,iihire Mann, John L. Pearce, Albuquerque;
&BBBKBXSK&
s J. S. Esridge, City of New Mexico; R.
sion, it is a safe guess that the an- - for the salaries of presi(iential
of them masters on tuiv l. 1909. was as fol- - T. Borth, George B. Field, Jr., Denver;
of at least seventy-fivC. C.
would have some direct reierence to jows: First class $1,408,600: second ; A. D. Graham, Albuquerque;
the topic ot industrial education. clasS( $4oi2,400; third class, $7,344,-Som- e Murray, John S. Wendt, Pittsburg;
would talk of trada schools, oth- - 800; making a total of $12,765,800.
W. S. Hopewell, Albuquerque;
John
ers would urge the need of a still
At the cloge of the fiscal year W. Grimes, Watrous.
more general introduction of manual there were 1978 assistant postmast-training- .
Claire.
The reconstruction of the er3 ,lt firgt and secon(1 class offices,
Earl
Weeks,
Albuquerque; Charles
high school course and the develop- an increase of n6. The number of T. iSands, Silver City; H. McCulrey,
ment of secondary technical courses cierks at first an,i second class
Lake Arthur; F. B. Jones, Roswell;
The ces increased from 28,220 to 29,930, J.
have their advocates.
Wharton, Sunnyside; Clay Lander-dalcontinuation schools of Munich and t an tne carrier force at city delivery
La Londa; Dr. J. A. Kennedy,
ALL STATIONS IN NEW
other German cities would be cited offices from 26,352 to 27,620, being a Oklahoma; P. G. Eilers, Annistad; Dr.
as worthy of imitation. The college net increase of 1,710 clerks and 1,200 R. B. Andrews, Behrden; E. M. Burch,
MEXICO also ALAMG5A,
and university men would have some-- ' carriers.
G. W. Gillespie, Raton; A. P. Moore,
ANTONITO and DURAfs-GO- ,
thing to say of the relation of profes- - j ,.The retention of fourtn class post-sion- Denver; J. W. Wolfe, Annistad; C. H.
to
COLO,
courses to undergraduate work masters during satisfactory service
Fruth, Chicago; J. Collins, Las Vegas;
and the apportioning of the student's has become the established practice A. Rabeyrolle, East Las Vegas; E. W.
time between the cultural and the 0 tne department, and the policy of Dobson, Albuquerque;
Dr. E. S.
technical or general subjects. Behind recommending the reappointment of Whitehead, Las Vegas; E. Borele, San
All of these answers there would lie presidential postmasters, who have
Wagon
Trujillo,
Rafael; Servino
the idea that the school has a large proved efficient, has been followed Mound; R. L. Moore, R. K. Smith,
9
......
function to perform in the preparation consistently, with highly beneficial Skowhegan, Minn.; D. L. King, Los
of its pupils for the specific activities results.
ACCOUNT
Angeles; M. A. Gonzales, Abiquiu; L.
of their working lives, and that the
j.t S recommended that the law be F. Hunegan, Scotia; William D.
result of education in school ought to so amended as to provide for the ad-b- e
Belen.
not merely the general discipline vancement of an office of the fourth
Modern.
and development of the individual's class to the presidential class
Neil Ferguson, Albuquerque; Aver- ever
postthe
of
a
the
but
also
compensation
special training
SELLING
al Smiley, Indianapolis; G. W. Mcfor the particular work which he is masters amounts to $1,000 and the
DATES
Dora McCoy, Aztec; J. F.
to do in the world. In general, it may gross annual receipts to $1,900 for Coy,
W. S. Garvin, AlbuEstancia;
offlces
be said that the leaders and molders four successive quarters. The
PINAL LIMIT JANUARY 29th.
E. J. French, Mrs. F. N. Murquerque;
a
such
affected
would
be
that
by
of educational thought and practice
phy, E. J. French Denver; Henry S.
today feel an increasing burden of re- - change in the statute are mainly those
For further 'Information Call on or Write
Ft. Worth; Clara E. Smout, Mrs.
Badt,
resorts
summer
and
winter
at
located
of
sponsibility for the
Wood River, Neb.
C..McP.RIDEv Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F. & P. A.
to
Smout,
where
a large business equivalent
the humanities of education with the
" '
trans-feelinr a
Coronado.
is
SANTA FK. N. M.
office,
that
presidential
utilities of life. So general has this
Dr. V. M. Pinkley, Tularosa; Oscar
become that an address upon(acted during one or two quarters
I
In a number of cases at rapidly Carlson, Des Moines la.; Marie A.
any phase of industrial education
of the as- - Burch, Joseph Burch, Alfonso Her-rermust find its justification not in the Rowing offices the salary
San Rafael; Malaquias Martinez,
il
TYinrrnifiirTi
on
"miTilttr
',C L" " V
allowed ttie principal" clerks! Taos; Charles Retallick, Taos;,Wil-urgenc- y
r.lll
of
has been than that
theme. ZT
due to the operation of the law gov liam E. Horr, Estancia; Lucero Gar
much talk on the subject but the acerning the promotion of clerks and cia, San Rafael; A. W. Ross, Estanto
been
both
has
in
relation
tion
it
carriers and the fact that the appro cia; J. S. Fernan, Vernes; A. S. Montsmall in amount
and somewhat
for assistant postmasters for
W. D. Mack, Los
priation
in character; the current fiscal vear does not nro- - gomery, Estancia;
vaguely experimental
Butte.
Charles
Retallick,
Angeles;
and as an incentive to more action vide an adeqUate number of positions
perhaps there is nothing better than in certain grades. There should be
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
OPINION IN FAMOUS CASE.
more talk.
j a maximum
and minimum salary for
Douglas, and all Points in New
The public school system of the assistant postmasters fixed by law
(Continued From Page Three.)
United States, with its millions of pu- - and sufficient latitude allowed in the
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
pils, its hundreds of thousands of appropriation act to prevent this
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
which does not seem to have been
its well ordered hierarchy malous condition,
nor was there any abuse of
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
of principals and city, county, state j "In some sections of the country abused,
discertion to allow an
the
general
its especially in the mining regions of amended or
and national superintendents,
Sl
supplemental hill in
inthe west, it Las been difficult to make
graded curriculum reaching from
conferred
upon the courts of
equity
fancy to maturity, its command of the appointments to the clerical and car- - the United
as may be seen by
States,
C
rtP
Q
Q
TV,
Mfll1
fnrfaa
W
r?
initial
.
nrO.
rvi.nF
n....nfn. nnf
u tlli
"L a Bicai
iJal"l LUC
B'Mra
f
t0
e"C,e
majority of the rising generation scribed by law. Wages in all lines ofthat
through their most flexible and for- - employment are high in these com- ReD-m?J0
m which 11 was held
unities, and the entrance salary of
nee":
fiked
the act of March 2, 19,7,
mattS
bilf
notLfficient to induce competent
of social machinery ever devised by
and
trl enter the postal service, even within the discretion of the
For Rites and full information address
the mind of man. Of course it is men
in an
- its action will not be reviewed
tie
assurance
annual
of
with
promoof
more
much
than a piece
machinery.
court unless there has been
FOX,
Its processes are essentially personal tion. beinfo meet such emergencies it appellate
a gross abuse of this discretion.' "
some
in
instances
has
necessary
and vital rather than mechanical. But
A.
an allowanced The objection that the trial court
in its organization and viewed as a to grait postmasters
EI Paso Texas.
and car- - erred in taking the supplemental com-rier- s
of
clerk3
for the employment
whole, it is and must be a machine.
all the rate of 30 cents an hour, plaint for confessed cannot be sus-an- d
Now a machine is an instrument for
in bthers to make allowances tained. That object was thus properly
doing something. No machine exists from tae
appropriation for unusual disposed of by the supreme court of
for its own sake. Some machines and
instruments can do a great many
things. There is a natural tendency
in the mind of man when a certain
Troutraan
tool has been found serviceable in one
function to use that same tool for as
Lessons
or
Class
Iidividual
Oil Heaters
many other purposes as possible.
IN GRAMMAR
Thus many a good jack knife has
for Orchard
been ruined by using it as a hammer
Oatsrrh comes as a result of impurities and morbid matter in the
RAYMOND HAACKE
or screwdriver, and the daily applica- circulatim, and is a disease that only attacks mucous membrane.
Tha
Care New Mexican
These Pots
tions of hairpins and bailing wire are entire in ler portion of the body is lined with a delicate skin or covering
of soft, sensitive flesh.
Thousands of
bjood vessels are interlaced
sufficiently varied to get gerat sur- throughout this mucous surface, and ittiny
NOTARY PUBLTC
is through these that the inner
Insure you a
to
the inventors of membra ie receives its nourishment and is kent in healthful condition
prise, doubtless,
these useful articles. It is therefore .When, hbwever, the blood becomes infected with catarrhal impurities the
full fruit crop
natural enough that with such a pow- - tissues become diseased and Catarrh gets a foothold in the system. The
&
D. M.
erful machine as the public system in ef TlJ s,taf 63 of- atalrrhJare characterized by such symptoms as a tight,
fe,tlmg mJth! head' watery eyes- - buzzing noises in the ears, with
in every community, there stu,flJ
Builders and Contractors
tial deafi ess and often difficult breathing and chronic hoarseness. These
Recommended and used hr the
to
a
on
be
should
it
the
general appeal
are mere symptoms, and while spravs. inhalations and other local treat.
PLANS & ESTIMATES
best fruit growers In Pecos
part of those who want to accomplish ment may temporarily relieve them. Catarrh cannot be cured until th
and
Colorado
Valley
throughout
Furnished on short notice
anything of a social nature from sell- - blood 13 Jurified of the exciting cause. S.S. S. cures Catarrh by cleansing
For Information and Prices on
bl
catarrhal matter. It goes down into the circula- 1
e s
su
orchard
p
p
"fPm?.
ing concert tickets to encouraging the the
WORK
potsiaud
a
SPECIALTY
CEMENT
disease at its head, and removes every particle of the
tion and ttacks
disarmament of nations.
Then the mucous linings are all stiDDlied with fresh.
catarrhalfimpurity.
ADDRKSS G. L. POLLARD
What School May Do.
blodi, and allowed to heal, instead of being kept in a constant state
pure
In view of this general desire to ut- - of irritatim by the catarrhal matter
If you want anything on earth try
Rnecial hnolr nn Clotaprh nnH cm.
Espanola, N. M.
tree
vice
a.
medical
a New Mexicau Want Ad.
on
THE
SWIFT
SPECIFIC
CO.. ATLANTA. GA.
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Santa Fe Commandery

Regular conclave
fourth Monday in each
montn at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
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Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
0n the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Secretary.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
holds its regular session on the second and fourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP,
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
Secretary.
Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knighta of
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visiting Knight's invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
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GIVES. cept it as a part of its function to Referring again to our criterion of gr.-ewhich says, "Clear track pupils before they begin to drop out; j
train warkers as well as thinkers, to what must be included in the function
continue it through the crucial years!
(Continued From Page Six.)
prepare for the making of a living as of the school and what must be ex-- !
In view of the facts cited it may be ! of adolescence so that they will be
t
well as for the conduct of life, to de- eluded from it it is evident that needs
..ill 1,f
,1..
ilize the school for the promotion of velop earners as well as spenders. It which can be met by other agencies confidently asserted that technical mors effective if tin v fin- rnrrv It on
all sorts of ends and for the ac- can no longer ignore the question of iu one generation cannot always be so anud industrial education is an abso--! into (he JJ)ore advjtnVod fields of col-complishment of all sorts of results, the economic efficiency of the pupils met in the later one. The industrial lute necessity and that it is nothing legiate and professional
work for' Cottages for rent, Phone ISo ReJ
school men have become somewhat as they leave school. It cannot claim revolution which followed from the short of criminal neii!.nro for t)-those who can take time for a fuller
FOR RENT OR SALE A 2J0d type- essential to instruction of steam power and led to schools to fail to provide it on the
course and get the benefit of their writer. J. B. Sloan.
weary in regard to these multifarious that the knowledge
Interests and their urgent appeals. It economic efficiency can best be taught the development of the factory sys sumption that the efficiency of the indi- whole infancy.
WANTED A eood cook, must have
has become necessary in self defense in the shop or the office, and in this tern in place of the independent crafts- vidual will be sufficiently guaranteed
A just and equal system of public references.
Caytain Brookes.
for the school to limit its function. It age of increasingly complex industrial man of the earlier time destroyed an
YOUNG MAN. ;ood
COMPETENT
cannot undertake to do for the child processes, it certainly cannot claim agency which was fairly capable of nesg (where he will be used and not Pirl the same kind and an equal
care
will
be
of
the problem of indus- trained) or by the disciplinary effect amount of training; still less will it
picked taking
everything that everybody wants done that such knowledge
wants alignment with estabAn apprentice working or a college course (which in a vast tram them all for the same work. Its
for him. Three very simple principles up incidentally without teaching.
j trial training.
or party with some monlished
firm,
a
master
with
must guide in determining what the
craftsman,
If the fundamental statement which ,
gradually majority of cases lie would never get). justice and equality will lie in the
Prefer
living salary with comschool can legitimately do and what I have just made is clearly under- - j uusoiLiiiis num nun tile principles ana What then? Shall Wo nlmnrlnn the fact that it will offer to each an equal ey.
mission.
Large
acquaintance. Can
of
the trade, often living with pursuit of culture? Must we as teach-- 1 opportunity for an equally effective
It cannot do:
stood, it is open to probable and plaus-- secrets
handle office or outside
successfully
not
him
and
is
statement
in
The
not
own
ers
his
work. It will
infrequently growing up
have no thought bevond increas- training
that,
In the first place it must decline to ible denial.
business. References if desired. Predo those things which only a relatively generally speaking, the vocations can to marry his daughter and become ins; the earning capacity of our pupils? train the lawyer and ignore the tin- fer Santa Fe territory. Address C,
few people believe ought to be done best be learned in school; that the first a partner and then an heir to Shall we turn our high schols into smith; it will not train the physician care New Mexican.
at all. Acting on this principle it does best way for a boy to start in a given the whole business, had unquestion- trade schools and devote all the re- and leave out of account the farmer;
not inculcate vegetarianism nor does calling is not to go out and get a job ably the best chance in the world to sources of the public school system to it will not train the electrical engi- N0T1CE 0F SPECAL MASTER'S
it, in general, lend the weight of its in it, but to go to a good school where learn his trade and to develop his the production of plumbers, carpent- iieer aim leave tne mecnanic and tne
SALE.
to its highest ers, machinists and farmers rather powerhouse foreman to pick up their
Influence and authority to auy of the it is taught. Stating it more broadly, economic efficiency
No- - 63"'4- us
old
indiIet
that
the
point.
suppose
of
work
the
in
economic
of
than
their
or
so.
the
citizens?
knowledge
If
Not
psychoefficiency
intelligent
stravj
hygienic, dietetic, medical,
master craftsman was a gun maker. the first thing we have to learn about scraps as best they can. I believe in Territory of New Mexico.
therapeutic systems which, while any vidual that is, his ability to make a He made
every kind of gun from a industrial education is the necessity such a system of education, not bo-- County of Santa Fe.
one of them may happen to be valid, valuable contribution to society in
willpocket pistol to a blunderbuss, and of it, the second thing to learn is that cause it holds out the promise of anv ,n thp District Court.
are still unaccepted by intelligent pub- return for which society will be
ne maae every part ot it lock, stock, it is not hostile to culture but that short cut to success or any royal Thomas K. D. Maddison. Plaintiff,
and
him
clothes
to
board,
lic opinion.
ing
give
VSand ramrod. He it contains within it the germ of a road to culture, but because it. seems
In the second place the school de- shelter of a quality proportional to the barrel, firing pin
Consolidated
The
raw
from
Mininj & Smelting
made
it
to
in
the
meet
its
our
material
need
of
time.
are
new
the
We
is
and
contribution
of
his
value
of
better type
culture.
promoted
clines to do those things which,
et
al..
Defendants,
form
Company,
and he delivered it into l!y there is nothing uncultural about a nation of workers; we need to be
need to be by definite and systematic industrial
though they obviously
hon-his
that the
Xoticp
given
inthe
hands
man
of
use
whd
was
our
for
to
We
the
work.
trained
mere
also
a
are
more
a
for
than by
the life that he is to
fitting
boy
done, can be more properly or more education
heretofore appointed Spe
- lead
dersisrned,
In
it.
all
of
these
of
we
educato
citizen:
trainapthe
need
such
be
processes
without
fit
of
him
for
instead
to
dustrial
practice
trying
effectively or more economically done
ed to think. And we need above all, jcial Master, under and by virtue of
tion.
prentice helped. He learned them all the life which his
by some other agency. For example,
became
because we are both workers and cit-- ,he decree of foreclosure rendered in
a
and
himself
master
gun-would
to
liked
if
he
had
have
lead
mind
borne
in
to
It will, of course, be
the school seldom undertakes
smith.
The
industrial"
revolution
been able to afford it. Of course we izens, an ideal of culture which shall tno district Court of the First Juditeach children to eat with the fork that the average boy leaves school comes. Instead of a
m
i"e miiiurj "i
number of gun-- , all know it is a matter of theorv. but P'ace it within the reach of the men!11-rather than with the knife, although early. We are not dealing at present smiths
Mexico, withm and for tne i.ounty ot
in this way, each in it is hard to get into actual prac- who wear overalls.
working
a
of
value
of
the
with
that
the
admitted
question
it is quite generally
Santa Fe' entered on the Tth day of
comhis own shop and each
tice the idea that culture is not bound This is the gospel of labor,
they ought in some way learn it. The college education in the classics and plete guns out of billets making
A. D. 1909, in that cause
January,
bells
of
the
of
iron
and up wholly to literature and the arts,
King it, ye
kirk,
cultural subjects. For
school does not under ordinary cir- other
Thomas K. D. Maddison is
wherein
of
The
blocks
came
of
Love
we
from
down
have
a
Ix)rd
wood,
or
a
an
not
ornament
veneer
it
gun
that
is
great
investcumstances feed the hungry, clothe my part I believe that the best
plaintiff and The Consolidated Mining
above
with a thousand employees no of any sort; that it does not dwell
the naked, or minister to the sick. ment any young man or young woman factory
ft Smelting Company, et al., are
To
one
men
of
work.
whom
dwell
wih
a
who
the
or
a
makes
even
exin
Clubs
gun
and
art
Browning
apart
These things all need to be done, but can make is the investment of time,
fendants, will, on Saturday, the 12th
rose
emHe
a
is
the
planted
gun. Each
hibits; that it pertains only to a certhere are other agencies for the doing money and work in getting a full col- complete part of
in
day of March, 1910, at the hour of
the
soil
Here
a
thorn
cursed
machine
which
ployee
pertain
operates
where
of
life'
perfumed portion
of them. The school does not teach lege course. More of that later, per' 2 o'clock
p. m., at the front door of
Heaven
be
some
forms
blessed with perfect
small part of the process it exists only in an atmosphere undismay
religion, not because it ought not to haps. At present I am thinking of the of
court
the
house, in the City of Santa
of
a
one
rest,
This
making
turbed
roar
of
gun.
part
machinery,
by the
be taught, but because it is believed general mass of the boys and girls
Fe County, New Mexico,
Santa
But
the blessing of earth is toil.
machine gives the first rough
by care for profit and loss and
that it can be more properly taught who attend our public schools and am man's to
auction to the highest
at
sell
public
the
that
man's
shape
for
from
stock;
the smell of the
removed
tapers
by the home and the church. It considering what ought to be done to the
bidder
for cash, in accordbest
and
barrel; this operator controls a saw. I say
all know this so well
should be said in passing that chang- make their school years as valuable
with
said
the
ance
decree, the followmachine
which
screw
makes
a
of
a
that it is but a tedious commonplace
ing conditions in society are always as possible to them.
described
property,
ing
certain shape for a certain place in to repeat it, and yet it is not so very
A recently published report of the
likely at any time to bring within the
Au tnat mining and smelting prop-Elk- s
A record breaking attendance at the
lock of a certain type of gun. The long since the study of Greek was
the
some
school's
function
of
in
the
schools of one of the largest cities
scope
theater last night marked the'erty located at Los Cerrillos, Santa
result is that the thousand employees considered so absolutely essential to
things which have heretofore been the middle west shows that there are in this
j Fe
County, New Mexico, constituting
"first
more
suband better culture that there could be no
night" of the Johnson-Ketche- l
factory make
d
done by other agencies, or to transfer only
as many pupils in the
a smelter, and also the following
the
- moving pictures.
than
five
Many
rethousand
guns
expressed
in
entrance
for
stitute
it
independent
college
to other agencies some things which eighth grade as in the fourth, and less
could make in the same quirements. The truth is the world is opinion that it did not take many sec- - mines or mining claims located in
have hitherto been done by the school. than one-thiras many in the last gunsmiths
time. But meanwhile what has hap- far richer in the instruments and onds to see that Ketchel was not. and said Cerrillos Mining District, in said
In the third place it may be said. years of the high school as in the
The Tom
inmeans of culture than any of us have never can be anything like a match ' County and Territory:
that the school declines to take care eighth grade. There is an increasing pened to the shop as an agency for
for the giant negro. But Jeffries? Oh Payne Mining Claim, The Golden
dustrial
faileducation?
a
It
is
cardinal
to
We
been
admit.
have
willing
of some interests because it believes preponderance of girls beginning at
s
that is another question. The pic-- J Eagle Mining Claim, The Sukie
that they will take care of themselves the fifth grade. Of the boys in the principletoin the management of such a ed to get culture from many of them
tomor-will
continue
Jr.
The
j ing Claim,
Mining
Sukie,
tonight and
get a skillful man on a ma- because we did not know how to use row
without any organized aid. There are fourth grade about one out of four factory
night, the doors opening at 7:15 Claim, The Albany Mining Claim, and
chine
and
him
not
will
there.
we
It
not
did
or
them
because
keep
recognize
which
one
'
things
a thousand and
reached the eight and one out of four- do to have a lot of
p. m. and the "show"
beginning The Santiago Mining Claim, together
moving as culture the benificent result that
8 p. m. and not S:15 as with all
at
ought to be known or done and which teen reached the twelfth (some allow around from one machineboys
promptly
improvements thereon; also
to another. might be gotten from them. There is
with more or less justification we as- ance should be made in these figures
some persons have imagined.
acres of land, more or less,
thirty-fivThe
too
is
the possibility of culture in every
complicated
machinery
sume will get known and done by in- for the larger number of repeaters in
in
southeast
the
quarter of Section 18,
stinct or imitation perhaps, certainly the lower grades for the increase in expensive and too delicate for that. culture in every form of activity
"The Lion and the Mouse" will be
14 North, Range 8 East,
Township
The
underresult
is
that the boy who
which gives a broader outlook upon
without formal instruction.
at the Eiks theater Monday
the total enrollment in the past eight takes to learn his trade
Also two dwelling houses, one
in a factory life or a deeper insight into life or a presented
24th. This noted play flce and assay
Unless one has great confidence in years, both of which facts tend to becomes
January
builaing) safe, desks,
at best the skilled manipula- wide;- and wiser command over any of win doubtless make a hit here as it
one's own wisdom the task of saying make the situation look worse than it tor of one
stoves gcales aml assayer's
chairgi
enwhich
machine
a
resources
make
which
for
the
the
performs
one bin house with
just what is the real function and is. It is bad enough however). This small part of a complicated process richment of life. Such culture may has everywhere in this country for! implements;
several years. The seat sale will be-- crusn
field of the school is one which had is in a city which does not hesitate about
one elevator one mo
1436
as
a
he
or
be
knows
Greek
which,
be
whole,
it may
gotten through
gin at Fischers drug store, January :lor ,- - kniw.M.P. nnP ronPr
best be avoided, but one may venture to spend a million dollars in building
The modern industrial sys- gotten through pattern-makinor 20th.
in a tentative way to define it nega- and equipping a new high school, and nothing.
one screen, 3 feet
one crushes,
tem demands of the operative a high through farming. There is culture in
immense
an
business
is
been
the
has
where
it
there
tively by saying that
two
machines; one
10;
by
sampling
of speed and of dexterity in any subject wrhieh is taught and
The La Salle Comedy Company has
of the school to do everything except awakening of interest in secondary degree
30 horse- one
chain
elevator;
engine,
of
the
numa
is
small
town
studied in a cultural way. There
left
very
performance
after playing here all last
those things which ought not to be education with a corresponding inCO horse-powetwo
boilers,
power;
ber of movements.
It gives a very demoralization in any subject which week with the exception of Thursday
done at all, thosie things that can be crease in high school attendance in
one feed pump; one heater with ensmall amount of training that is of is pursued in a slothful and negligent night.
The company
made
many
familsome
other
of
these
view
In
agency,
recent years.
better done by
one blower; one
value outside of that particular fashion or without enthusiasm or in- friends here by its good work in gine, 75 horse-poweand those things which will take care iar facts, we must admit that the boy any
one
force
shovels,
pump;
dynamo;
is
vaudeville
one
reason
That
and "heavy" melodrama.
process.
efwhy the terest. Such demoralization may also
of fourteen who leaves school at the
of themselves without conscious
Ctoot
nnl
plotl'lfv S11Ttj
OtVV UCtlO,
as
But
an
has
become
failure
for
as
pattern-makinthe
a
"The
come
Greek
or
shop
from
'l
closing
piece,
fort; that it is the business of the end of the eighth grade is consider- agency of industrial
lead furnace; one
Southern Romance" with the setting plies; one 100-toand
or
education,
farming.
the
in
except
to
off
school
teach everything
than the average
n
ably better
copper-furnacslag pots, setin the South well it was a disapthe function must therefore be
The Boy Problem.
those things which ought not to be matter of academic training. The why
wheelbarbullion
moulds,
pots,
to
one
tling
who
lived
has
transferred to the school.
any
As already stated, the average boy pointment
learned at all, those things which can public schools have done for him
air
water
and
in
steam,
pipe;
the
rows;
South.'
As
slag
a
distinguished
The
to
sixteen drops out of school by the time he is
boy of fourteen
be learned better through the teach- rather more than they do for the averone motor, 15
from Texas stated after elevator building;
gentleman
is
not
indusin
demand
in
the
of
effhe
At
those
fourteen
years
that
and
economic
age
age.
years
age boy. What is his
ing of some other agency,
blacksmith's shop and
the performance: "The accent of Lorse-powethings which can be learned without iciency? How does he get along in trial world in any position which has little economic value and before those Southerners is decidedly from matte house, blacksmith tools, anvil,
business? These words from a re- gives him a chance to grow. The in- that age he is not fitted for any very the South but from South Canada bellows, crusher; motor, 15 horseteaching.
Work.
and
Play
port by the Massachusetts Commis- dustries in general have no place for definite vocational training. Indus- rather than south of the Mason and power; reverbatory furnace building;
It is worth nothing that play and sion on Industrial Education throw him except such as he had better trial or vocational training
strictly Dixie line."
'
reverbatory furnace, 72 by 20; lime
keep out of. He can, to be sure, do speaking is a problem of secondary
work, the two activities in which the some light upon the situation:
is a decided charm about the kiln; dust flume with
There
ironsome things for which no machinery rather than of primary education.
majority o human beings spend near
Southern accent in harmony with; stock; one railroad scales, one wagon
"Not in School."
has yet been devised. He can drive a What then can we do about it? Here Southern skies and Southern
ly their whole lives, are among the
hospital-and three platform scales; one
"Some inquiry was made into the mule to an ore car in a mine. As a are
hith
these years of later childhood ity and Southern chivalry and it is scale,
have
schools
most
which
things
two
water tank and cooler;
two
stone
years
Massachusetts
in
erto declined to teach because of the question it was found that there are breaker boy he can pick slate from from fourteen to sixteen or eighteen with a feeling of resentment that a iron water tanks; water pipe connectand
ago
cotHe
coal.
can
tend spindles in a
given to the race through that pro Southern man or woman sees playassumption that the one would be
no less than twenty-fiv- e
ing with town water works; also pipe
ton mill. He can tie up bundles in a longation of infancy which is one of ers
learned spontaneously without teach- probably
try to i mitate Southern char- - line connecting with spring on Wil- the
between
and
thousand
girls
boys
But
store.
these are not the distinguishing marks of the hu- acter and speaking with
in- ing and that the other could best be ages of fourteen and sixteen who are department
mile in
iison property about one-hal- f
roaas to advancement. lhey are man family. How shall they be used? stead of ah's" and doing a "ayes"
few other length; one frame harn; also various
taught in the shop and market. The not in school. They are at work in
on
on
a treadmill, not steps
the They may be used in any one of three
steps
one great fact upon which the plea
things. The La Salle
machinery and improvements
various kinds of juvenile occupations, ladder. A boy may by the grace of; ways:
we may accept as final Comedy Company might do well to jminin? on
First,
for industrial education rests is the or
become
above named mining claims
iocated
idle. The boys
are
God
they
rise from them, but he cannot the fact that the average boy does spend a tew weeks in some "Old Ken
fact that under modern industrial con elevator boys, errand boys, office
of said The Consolthe
property
and
rise by them.
quit school at fourteen. In doing so tucky Home," or sojourn in "Balmy idated
ditions the various processes and ac& Smelting Company.
Mining
; they drive a wagon, or do other
boys
we attempt to turn back the process Alabama," "Sunny Tennessee," "Dear
The Great Gulf.
tivities involved in earning a living work in which they learn nothing, in
It beins intended to sell all of the
in the ordinary vocation of life can- which no demand is made on them
This aspect of the factory system of evolution and declare that human Old Texas," or in "Maryland, my property belonging to the defendant.
miancy enas ana maturity Degins, Maryland" before playing a return The Consolidated Mining & Smelting
not be best learned in shop and mar for what they learned in school; and
"Southket. They cannot be best learned
economically at least, at the age of engagement here in
Company, of whatever kind or characconsequently, by the time they are bearing. Organized industry, as I fourteen.
At this age then the boy ern" romances.
What
school.
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by the decree of foreclosure renof
earning
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they
tury ago when economic processes years but little greater than that the one hand a vast number of opera- can generally do it, but the chances
in the above cause found by the
dered
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Notice
Publication.
for
were relatively simple, when in every
less skilled are that he will never earn a very
Court
and decreed to belong to the
which they had when they first left tives who are more or
good keep and that the shortened in- Pecos Forest Reserve, Not Coal Land Bank of Commerce of
trade there was an unbroken ladder school. And a similar fate overtakes each in his own small
Albuquerque,
but
process,
06732.)
(Serial
fancy will mean a stunted maturity.
leading round by round from ap the
Now Mexico, and reference to said deMoreover, the unfortunate who have no general skill or general Or,
of the Interior,
girls.
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a
for
cerstand
to
second,
is
may
stiffly
master mechanic, it
prentice
cree is hereby made for a description
U. S. Land Office.
education of shifting experience and
of the business by which prolonged period of general culture,
tainly the fact today that in all of environment during these years does knowledge
of
said property belonging to said
N.
Santa
1910.
M., Jan. 4,
Fe,
they may rise to higher positions, and make- a
school course whose
those industries which are essentially
taDk.
Lucre-ciis
Notice
much to destroy both the substance on the other hand a class of man- chief end high
that
given
hereby
is to prepare for college and
and typically modern and which are
Roibal of Pecos, N. M., who, on
the spirit of the education which agers who are often out of sympahty a college course which gives only genSaid property will be sold at the
therefore most directly in the current and received
school."
when in
en- time and
3,
made
homestead
1905,
January
with
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they
place aforesaid, for the puroperatives just because they eral culture, and send out young men
of the world's progress it is not
try (serial 06732) No. 8202, for north- - pose of satisfying the said plaintiff
no have not come up by that route to and women of twenty-twis
a
such
of
result
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botwith
good
enough for a boy to begin at the
and the owners or holders of the
Between general education but no specific prep- - j
tom and be diligent and honest in culture, no efficiency, no increasing their present positions.
finan- these two there is a great gulf fixed. aration for
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and coupons of said defendant.
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bonds
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No
earning
sym an, has filed notice of intention to
order to work his way gradually to
earning a living.
& Smelting
char- It is business of industrial education
pathy need be wasted on these young make final five year proof, to estab- - The Consolidated Mining
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to
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amounting
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to
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Company,
that
outstanding,
and
respect
bring
men
will
every
gulf
give
and women; they
get along lish claim to the land nhnvo Aa.
who entered the employ of one of the
worker as distin- boy who enters business or industrial admirably.
th(.-- sum of two hundred and sixty-si- x
But if we adopt this L5rih(1. hpf(WP
. great railway companies twenty years mark of the skilled
n0(riafor
Dool. - thousand dollars ($266,000),
Vi XVWCiVj.vO"- and
from the unskilled in short, life at least as good a chance to rise scheme as sufficient we must do it
ago as a digger of post holes and who guished
er, U. S. land office, at Santa Fe. N.
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and the New Mexico Central on time. to be correct as per certificate of Mr.
Elks' Theatre Managers
Stanton Charles V. Safford, under date of Noand Wood announce that they have vember 27th. 1909.
(Continued From Page Two.)
procured a vaudeville act to be run
At its July meeting, the board
with the pictures' of Wednesday, adopted rules for the government of
Pioneers Will Meet The Society of Thursday,
and
Friday
Saturday all officers and employes, rules for
The act will be given by the conduct of
New Mexico Pioneers will hold its an- - j nights.
prisoners, rules for the
nual meeting at the office of L. B. Misses Letrigue and Birch who are proceedings of the board of parole and
said to be quite clever. There will be for prisoners on parole. These rules
Prince, this evening at 8 o'clock.
Cashier Resigns A. A. Keen, who an entire change of pictures Wednes- were compiled from the best in force
on January 1st hecame cashier of the day and Friday nights and the pic- at the United
at
States
First National bank, resigned his po- tures Wednesday and Friday nights Fort Leavenworth, andpenitentiary
in the states
sition ou Saturday and has returned and the pictures come from a reliable of New York and
Illinois, hence they
o his former home at Albuquerque.
firm.
without
the most adembody
question,
Installation Tomorrow The Mod- Drill
No
Tonight Owing to the vanced thought and practice extant
em Woodmen of America, Santa Fe fact that there will be a dance at the upon the
subject of penology.
Camp Mo. 13514, will hold an instal-- 1 Armory hall tonight Company F will
In conclusion, permit me to extend
tolation of officers in the Elks hall
not hold its usual drill but will drill to all members of the board
cor-morrow night. All woodmen are re on Tuesday night. Members of the dial thanks for their heartv very
company are requested to take notice. tion whifh ha nsa1atpi1 Rn
quested to be present.
Withdrawal Order is Released As in
Denver & Rio Grande The Denver
and
producing the results
& Rio Grande railroad announces in the result of an executive order
of ; also to call attention to attained,
the fact that
a special advertisement in today's is- President Taft issued on December
while the whole working force desue special rates from all points in 20, certain lands south of the present
serves
commendation, especial praise
the Territory to Santa Fe for the re- national forest in New Mexico, were
to the assistant superintend'
is
due
of
Bodies
union of the Scottish Rites
released from temporary withdrawal
Mr.
ent,
Garrett, ,for his close atten
Free Masonry.
for national forest purposes. There
to
tion
the
general discipline and
Ad
are
is
called
Zook's New
Attention
approximately 612,000 acres of
to the new advertisement of Zook's land contained in this area, most of management of the brick plant, to the
clerk, Mr. Bayer, for his careful
Pharmacy in regard to rubber goods, which lie along the high mesas south
of all items of expense, and
and as these will not last long in any of the Pecos river watershed in San scrutiny
for
a comprehensive, but
inaugurating
coun
Torrance
and Guadalupe
dry climate, it is stated, it is import Miguel,
ties. Another portion of the released ver Slmuie system or accounting, ana
ant to purchase "fresh sroods."
to the physician, Dr. Knapp,
Married
Today Manuel Abeyta withdrawal is contained in the area Anally
and Miss Francisquita Ortiz were bounded on the east by the Tecolote for his excellent care of the physical
married at the Cathedral this morn- and Anton Chico grants, on the west condition of the prisoners.
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
ing by Rev. Anthony Fourchegu. The by the Pecos grant and Pecos river,
Superintendent.
bride was attired in white silk and and on the north, by the present Pewore a bridal veil, fastened with a cos national forest.
Bitten by Vicious Dog There is MEDICAL SOCIETY HEARS
a
brooch. Following the ceremony
TWO INTERESTINB PAPERS.
wedding breakfast was served the much complaint against dogs being
bridal party at the home of the bride's permitted to roam about the city and
- Made That a
parents Mr. and Mrs. Luciano Ortiz, it is incumbent upon the city marshal Recommendation
Member of the Medical Fraternity
Hillside.
and police to gather them in and disBe Eelected or Appointed as
Father Mandalari Here The Rev. patch them to the dog heaven. There
A. M. Mandalari,
the well known are also burros, cows, horses, and
County Coroner.
Jesuit orator and who resides in Al- even sheep and goats, roaming about,
Yesterday afternoon in the rooms of
buquerque, has been in the city sev- invading gardens, ruining lawns, chew- the Santa Fe Commercial Club the
eral days conducting a retreat at the ing off young fruit trees, and doing Santa Fe Medical Society held a regOn
penitentiary the first ever given at other
damage.
Saturday ular meeting. There were present
that institution. The full account of evening, Americo Digneo, on his way Drs. Palmer, Miera, Rivera, Massie,
his retreat in which the archbishop, home from work, was attacked on
Harroun, Diaz, Miller, Wheelon and
governor and prominent officials tooK Manhattan avenue by a vicious dog Rools. After the
regular routine buswill
in
New
be
the
published
part
who sank his teeth into Digneo's leg iness Dr. Palmer read a very interestMexican tomorrow.
so that the dog could hardly be ing paper on the subject of "Summer
Mrs. Martinez Dead Mrs. Matias shaken loose. Mr.
Disneo is quite Diarrhoea of Children." At the specMartinez, aged 4S years, died Satur- ill in consequence.
Dr. David Knapp ial request of the society, Hon. Levi A.
day after a brief illness. She is sur- cauterized the ugly wound and no Hughes read a paper giving a resume
vived by her husband and four child- - further evil effect is anticipated.
of the Montgomery case. Among othren. The tuneral will take place ex
First Semester Will End On next er lessons pointed out in the paper
9 o'clock tomorrow morning from the
Friday at the University of New Mex- was the great need of either electing
cathedral. Interment will be made in ico, Albuquerque, the first semester or
appointing a member of the mediRosario cemetery.
of the years 1909 and 1910 will come cal
fraternity to the position of coun-tl- y
Felipe Quintana Dead Felipe Quint- - to an end. Examinations of the classcoroner. Both papers brought
ana, aged C5 years, a stone mason, of es will take place this week. The forth considereable discussion.
Cerrillos died Saturday. The funeral new catalogue of the University is
will take place at 9 o'clock tomorrow to be out in March.
ENTER SPANISH-AMERICAmorning from the Church of Guada- SUPERINTENDENT RAY-- 5
NORMAL SCHOOL.
lupe. Undertaker Wagner has charge
10. During the
N.
Jan.
CREDITEl
MAKES
M.,
NOLDS
Rito,
of the funeral arrangements. InterABLE SHOWING last week five newn scholars have enment will be at Fairview cemetery.
Normal
tered the Spanish-AmericaTrain Report The Santa Fe trains
(Continued From- age One.)
School all young men, three from
are reported as follows: No. 3 at Santa Fe, 4 p. m. ; No. 1 at Lamy at G : 30 traveling auditor to examine all the Taos county and two from Rio Arriba
county. A good beginning for 1910.
p. m.; Nos. 4 and 7, on time; Nos, 8 books and accounts of this instituFifteen additional desks have been
and
made
was
and 9 at 11 p. m. The Denver and Rio tion, which examination
Grande train is reported one hour late all items, entries and balances found

Minor City Topics.
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GliOCERY AND BAKERY

7 Bars Diamond "C"

6

-

Dont

Forget!

25c

-

Pear White Teepee" a good soap

9

mu

25c
25c

--

OUR BAKERY DEPARTMENT IS FIRST
CLASS. ALLKIND OF BREAD, PIES.
CAKE, COOKIES, WAFERS etc. ON HAND
AT ALL TIMES, AND WE WILL FILL
YOU ORDER FOR ANYTHING S eECIAL

'

j

PtaBN.Oi

11

F. ANDREWS

HUBBS LAUNDRY COMPANY

'OUR WORK IS BEST?
Our Specialty Good
W. H.

Kerr Agt Santa Fe

Work and Prompt Service:
Paoue
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The
Store
of
Quality

ffeaclv 102

J9I0 trade.

We have bought the material in piece goods securing
the nicest linen and mercerized cloth that there is in
the market. We had the same manufactured especially for us. It is absolutely the very same shirt you
buy from Earl & Wilson or Manhattan.

Shirts

NOTIFIED OF COMING
PUNISHMENT.
(Continued From Page One)
Among significant developments of
the insurgent situation was the return
to the insurgent camp of Representative Gardner of Massachusetts,
of Senator Lodge.
son-in-la-

Washington, D. C, Jan. 10. Representative Townsend of Michigan, introduced in the House today a bill embodying the recommendations outlined in the special message of the President for amendments of the interstate commerce law.
SYNDICATED WHITE SLAVERY
IS UNDER FIRE.
Special Grand Jury Under Foreman-shof John D. Rockefeller. Jr.,
. Making Good
Headway.

U. S. SUPREME

COURT
UPHOLDS COMMISSION.

Decides the Cases Before it Involving
the Right of Commission to Reg.
ulate Freight Cars.
Washington, Jan. 10. The supreme
court of the United States today decided the various cases before it involving the power of the interstate
commerce commission to regulate the
distribution of railroad cars among
coal companies, upholding the commission's power but deciding various
cases on individual merits.
BOWIE KNIFE AND GUN
FIGURE IN FIERCE DUEL.
Corona, N. M., Jan. 10. Last night
at this place a serious duel occurred
in which a bowie knife and a gun played a prominent part. The duel was
the result of a quarrel between Cleve
Hihler and John Yates. The men were
alone when the quarrel started and
no reason is known as to the cause.
During the fight Yates was shot
through both wrists while Hibler was
stabbed in four different places. Hibler wil probably die.

The
Store

each

at

ur Price is

Just exactly the same as above shirt mentioned and $1.00 a shirt
less. We call this shirt NATHAN, so when you come in and
ask for shirt's, see that you are shown the NATHAN shirt, which
bears the quality, patterns, fit and the workmanships. This is
the shirt you want, and I know. Do not bother about another
shirt. Every shirt is guaranteed to give satisfaction.

of

Quality

.all and See Them
i

NATHAN

a l no N
1:

b

New York, Jan. 10. Syndicated
white slavery is under fire here today. In the grand jury room district
attorney Whiteman asked the investigators to find indictments asainst
certain individuals who he is satisfied are leaders in the business.
It
is believed that the searching inves
tigations undertaken by John D.
Rockefeller, Jr., as foreman of the
special grand jury has already shown
not only that an organized
white
slave traffic really exists, but that
there are close relations between the
traffickers and women of the principal cities of the country.
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Something New: in Men's Shfets
which we have Jtist adapted, ittlC

it
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